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May 5, 1966 

THE STATE . PRIVATE ENTERPRISE 
IV THE STA TE ;S. C A'NGING ROLE IN INDUSTRY 

1 

State intervention in the conomy, as a result of the importance of nation -
alised industry, credit policy and t e · fiscal system, has come to be a regular 
practice in most industrialis·ed co tries, especially in Europe (see·Nos 339, 340, 
341). There are instances, partic larly in France, where the state exerts every

possible pressure to promote the s rt of amalgamations and mergers that will p1;1.ve 
the way for similar moyes between ompanies of different EEC countries in the 
.future . At the same time one shou d not overlook the fact that, even in coQntries 
like the USA, with its reputed liber · lism, there is a tendency for the state to get 
its foot through the door of private nterprise in those sectors, such as nuclear 
energy and the aircraft and space in ustries, which require very large-scale in -
vestment . Even in West Germany he State does not let the companie� that it den -
ationalises return to full private o ership, but leaves them with a ·hybrid financial 
structure over which it· exerts a str ng influence . 

. .... 

. If state intervention in Fr nee has a form all its own, it is probably the 
result of the planned economy tradit on, and of that characteristic of French society 
that we might call "administratisati n" . This finds its roots in the so -called 
."grandes_ecoles", where a permane t body of top civil servants is formed and 
recruited: these administrator-eng· eers �.ome mainly from such establishments 
as the Ec9le Nationale d 'Administr ion, the Polytechnique and the Mining ap,d 
Civil Engineering colleges . These en also make for the bl�nding of 'state and .. 
private enterprise in that they not on y transfer their services from one to tµe othet, -� 
but also serve on the boaroa of the n merous joint subsidiaries of the two types of 
company. This happens particularl in the fuel and power, chemical and transport 
industries . 

. Although state ·intervention is not pursued along French lines in West
. Germany, it is nonetheless practised even more by the Germans than by the French, 
The German approach .is through fisc 1 policies,. which favour certain groups and 
types of indqstry. However, on the ther hand, since 1951-52 the German Govern -
ment has not had anything to d9 with he determination of prices and incomes - in 
contrast to the present French pay fr eze - yet their policy of non -intervention bas 
not led to any serious inflationary te11 encies . . In France, .financial aid to industry 
usually takes the form of mea"Sures t speed .up the liquidation of debts a,nd, .just 
recently, very tentative tax relief. ut the usual approach is still credit policy and 
aid for investment . 

The German fiscal syste , on the other hand, is much more discrim -
inating, and tax concessions are part f normal practice. This system certainly 
has the edge on the French one in that it helps those firms who wish to plough profits 
back into the business. In 1964 it wa this that enabled German fi:p:ns to meet up 
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to 70% of their capital ;requirements from their own reseurces . · The figures for 
Belgium and the Netherlands in the same year were 72% and 69% respectively, while · 
French companies only achieved a level of 60%. In a field such c;1.s this, a differenc;:e 
of some 10% cannot be overlooked. Of the two princiI?al members of the EEC, it is 
Germany which, for many years now, has invested the largest share of her gross 
national product in capital equipment. These are fields in. which national policies 
must be reconciled and discrepancies removed if the EEC 's customs union is really 

· hoped to lead to a true econo,mic union of the member countries . '-----.. 

Of course, it will not be easy . The nature and size of taxes a;re things 
whose determination is the prerogative of national sovereignty, as is the issue of 
currency, and even though there is a monetary committei.inBrussels, there is no 
such institution for fiscal policy. If the Treaty of Rome anticipates the recoricil -
iation of national rules and regulations, it does not, in the field of finance, �ticipate 
more than the harmonisation of turnover tax systems, w�thout any reference to equal
isation of rates of tax. The most that can be hoped. for in the near future is the 
adoption of the French system of tax on added value (TV A), whereby each product is 
progressively taxed at each sta�e of the manufacturing/distribution cycle. In the 
financial field as a whole, each state uses, and will continue to use taxatiQn as the 
mainstay, beneficial or otherwise, of its intervention in the economy, 

At this level, notions of right and left, socialism or liberalism, cease .to 
have any bearing. In Sweden, we have not only the highest level of personal in�'ome 
but ·also the best example of democratic socialism at work in Europe, yet it has the 
smallest number of state -owned companies, it is the most ardent supporter of private 
enterprise and its public ownership system is the least obtrusive . Its companies are 
entitled to reserve 40% of their profits, tax-free, for investment, 20% of which is 
held in a state fund,. freely available· for immediate re -investment . 

The state is intervening in several countries to .speed up the processes of 
industrial amalgamation, as a means of producing groups at the national level which 
will have, "European status", and be capable of .resisting competition both inside and 
outside the Common Market. Such measures, however, would only achieve half their 
object if the Six did not, at the same time and by common consent,· legislate in favour 
of those firms in different EEC co�ntri.es which are capable of uniting to form even 
larger combines, able to hold their own at an international level. Similarly if each 
state were only to reform its fiscal system in a way that might lead to full international 
reconciliation of these - and this would be a halfway stage towards a sort of "Com
munity E)quality" in taxation - then a very real step towards economic union would 
have been taken .. 

Doctrine often has to yield before reality . From Marx to Lenin Marxism 
forecasts the "wtthering away" of the state: but in order to achieve that still-dist�t 
ideal, Marxist -inspired regimes have been constrained to create and develop moµol -
ithic states. Just the same, the liberalisation of some of these regimes in recent 
years has expressed itself fn the lessening · of state control: a degree of 
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decentralisation has crept in; planning has become less rigid, . and companies 
are enjoying some small measure of autonomy. At the same time, there i�. a percep-
tible increase occurring in state influence on the economy of the .so -,called capitalist 
countries. It would be paradoxical if, as far as. the state's role in the economy is 
concerned, "socialism" were to become more liberal while liberalism was becoming 
"socialised". But is such a rapprochement in the future not inevitable? There no 
longer remains a single industrialised country where the state - or a colle·ctive entity 

· equivalent to it (of states in the USA or Lander in Germany) - is not the nation's chief
banker and industrialist as well as being the chief supplier and customer of private ·
enterprise . This situation sterp.s, on the ·one hand, from the gr�wing impo;rtance of
the wherewithal needed for puQlic services (transport, schools, hospitals etc.) - and
on the other, from the legal and actual monopoly enjoyed by the state in those fields
whicq. affect the safety and sometimes the prestige of the nation: national defence,
foreign policy and the conquest of space . In both instances, in this age of nuclear

·energy, electronics and supersonic flight, we are faced with undertakings that require
investmen�s on such a scale that only the. State - or its equivalent - can afford to back
them.

In this, there is a very real difference between the USA and Europe: on th¢ 
Continent, railways, ships, aircraft, telecommunications, coal,. gas,· electri<;:ity �d 
nuclear power are all usually controlled, if not run by the State�· . In thelJ'SA these 
sectors have remained in private hands, and the billions of dollars spent by the State 
for ·reasons of strategy and prestige on nuclear energy, aeronautics and the conquest 
of space have put the USA technologically far m advance of Europe . This in turn has 
profited private enterprise in the key sectdf s . To some extent this is also true in 
Europe, but differences in methods and scale tend to widen the technolqgical gap, 
especially as in the USA the· State deems it a public service to give fina:ncial backing 
to a large amount of the research and development carried out by private enterprise. 

This shows how impossible it is to avoid the adoption or control by the 
State of cert�in sectors in which there is a national interest: neither can its interven -
tion be prevented where technological progress demands large-scale investment . 
For private enterprise this intervention proves sometimes to be beneficial, sometimes 
restrictive or even prejudicial. The real measure ·of State control lies in the way 
it intervenes in the economy, and not in the place it holds . The crunch comes when 
one has to decide how far the State can carry its intervention before· it begin� to hamper 
the overall smooth development of the private sector and that of the economy in general .. 

No doubt the problem could be solved more easily at the European level . 
It would cer:tainly be risky to replace State control with super-state Community 
control. · But joint action by the Six to adapt each· state's methods of intervention to 
the real needs of the infrastructur� production and the market within the Community 
would allow it to develop smoothly . At the same time it would reduce each membe·r · 
state's economic intervention to th,e minimum level required for the continuing dev
elopment of all those projects that, in the national interest, must be carried out by 
the State. This balance cannot be achieved unless private concerns accept and 
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appreciate the need for an ever-increasing proportion of the national product to be 
set aside for projects benefitting the coi:nrritinity at large . · The St_ate, for its part, must 
not interfere with private �nterprise when it is pursuing its positive role in economjc 
development, stimulated by the needs of the public services and utilities . 

Here we are thinking not only of common monetary and tax policies, but 
also of concentration, which is probably the most pressing problem where :industry 
is concerned . The State has the means of guiding the policies of a number of con -
cerns to the extent of promoting c;:ombines within its own frontiers. It readily inter
venes, especially in France, to get a firm taken over by a in ore powerful one, rather 
than let it simply disappear completely or "sell itself" to foreign interests. When, 
with the blessing of the French Govepiment, Usinor and Lorraine-Esc;aut amalgamate, 
it is so that they can meet competition from German concern1:1 .. But to take examples 
which spring to mind, who will "help", in every sense of the word, Rhone-Poulenc 
and Bayer, or Volkswagen, Fiat and Renault,- Peugeot to amalgamate so that they 
can meet competition, even in Europe, from Du Pont de Nemours, General Motors 

,and Ford? In the present situation, it is inconceivable that such operations could 
'take place without the concerted intervention, the acquiescence that is, c;>f the goyern ".' . 
·ments involved. Again, once these Community firms had been formed, who would.
· '..'control" their policies inside and outside the Common Market, to make sure that
they played the game? In short, what will happen when in due course a European
jurisdiction is set up; when firms thus acquire Community status, and when, fol;' this

· -very good reason, .national governments are no longer able to intervene in the affairs
· of those firms of this type which are on their soil? At first one might �uggest that the
(single) Community Commission should take over from the national governments.
This would be tantamount to a "withering" of the State in the main industrial countries ·
·of Western Europe� arid it remains to be seen whether the national governments would
allow themselves to be divested by the Commission of such an important part of their

· sovereignty.

Even if this is not a burning topical question, it certainly bears thinking 
about . For several years now, all discussions about political union and authority 
have revolved around defence and diplomacy. Scarcely a thought is spared fo:i;- the 
political influence that will be wielded tomorrow by the mammoth Communtiy com -
bines formed by the amalgamation of large concerns from different EEC countries . 
To �ssist them and guide them along the right lines it seems as though the Commission 
and the national governments will h�ve to get together and impose some form of polit
ical authority. This will be the only way to prevent state c�ntrol passing into the 
hands of some "supranational" controlling element, or allowing the concerns in
volved to fend for themselves under a "laissez -faire" policy. 6 If the former were 
to be the case, then economic development would be seriously affected, and neither 
the Commission nor the national governments would tolerate the alternative . 
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VIEWPOINT 

BANKING AND THE EUROPEAN ECONOMY 
by J .G. Freiherr Von Falkhasen 

President of the German Bankers Association 
President of the Banking Federation of the EEC 

l 

The Treaty of Rome is an excellent example of the inter-relationships 
which exist between the economic and political spheres. It is, in itself, a politica,l 
document of the first magnitude, but its aims are resolutely econqmic and socia�, 
as the first purpose of the signatories is to form, by stages, a customs union. 
Leaving agriculture to one side 

I 
the process thus set in motion has developed with.,. 

. 

. . 

out any major difficulties, to the surprise of· countries with a high tariff barrier . 
The economic expansion which has followed has quickly shown all membe:i;s the 
advantages, which might be expected. The effect will be evC:rn mo;re_ pro�o.unced 
when, in the near future -barring accidents-the Common External T9-riff .� ,comes 
into force, balancing out the protectionist tariffs, still in vogue in some.f�ember. 
countries, and the relative liberalism of others. Such a development has·not 
caused any major difficulties, and it is hard to see how it could be used to start a 
crisis. ,.

But where progression towards economic and monetary union ·is concerned, 
certain problems have cropped up, at the end of the second stage envisaged by the 
Treaty, due largely to the fact that none of the member countries have honestJy and 
seriously faced up to their comp[exes over national sove:i;eignty, · There is a gen - ·· 
eral tendency to think solely of one's own country, and, with a stu,bborness inhe;rit�d 
from nationalist traditi�ns, to re;fuse to admit that What ii;; go<;>d for one ·cou;n.try can 
also be good in, the long run for all the members of the Union . Differences in legis -
lation and economic structures and the divergencie� between monetary poltcies have 
been allowed to grow into full-scale obstacles, :u:istead of being gradually erod�d by 
a sustained effort. As a result, economic union is still a long way off, despite the 
few worthwhile ·st,eps which have already been taken. 

The Community has therefore entered a near-paralytic state: the µi�tit.,. 
utional machinery is still fun�tioning, but it is in danger of merely idling if the· 
crisis cannot be resolved. The Community's institutions must be .encouraged, by 
being given tasks worth their while, not least of which is the solution of problems 
raised by the Kennedy Round . These must be settled, whatever the cost, by the 
end of 1966. The Japanese like to say that instead of embalming disappointments, 
one should bum them at once on the funeral pyre . Likewise it is most important"'' 

./that no air of disenchantment should hang over the effort now being made to rid the .-�-
Community of the threat of stagnation . 

The Banking Federation of the EEC is amongst those organisations whose 
desire to make progress has not been lost. Admittedly it only comprises the 
National Banking Federations of the Six. but this does not prevent it from maki,ng 
contacts with other countries outside the EEC, despite all the difficulties arising 
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from the rejection of Britain's application to join. What have the banks contributed 
to the achievement of common aims? What are the obstacles which confront their 
actions and their hopes? It is obvious that they neither have, nor wis'4 to have tne· 
power to take political decisions. Their task should be to create, correct, and 
instigate certain economic conditions, from which political decisions would follow: 
once this has been achieved, these economic conditions would become a step towards 
developments in the right direction. 

The starting point for such action is Article 67 of the Rome Treaty, wnich 
foresees that the member states during the transitional period, in other words, 
between now and 1969, should remove all restrictions on the n;iovement of capital, 
"to the extent necessary for the proper functio:q.ing of the Common Mar�et". hi fqct. 
there is no question but that the freedom of goods and persons must necessarily 
accompany the free movement of capital. How can this be made easier? 

Uµfortunately, exchange regulations still exist in some countries . To 
bring about a free capital market' the plunge must be taken either today' or tomorrow 
at the very latest, to eliminate uniformly in every country, all these administrative 
fetters, even at the risk-.of provoking balance of payments difficulties . The B�ing 

· Federation has always pressed for the suppression of all laws, or regulations likely
to produce discrimination within the Community's exchange sphere, and it will corl::- .
tinue to work for the disappearance of distortions due to .differing national legislation$ ..
on currency, taxes, banking and the stock market .

There was, in 1958, a return to external convertibility for current tran :- . 
sactions in the industrialised countries of Europe . This was without a �oubt an 
important step forward, but it was only a beginning, as this convertibjlity still vad�s
in degree from country_ to country, and there is only slow progress towards total · 

convertibility . In 1960 and 1962, the EEC made recommendations on thi� point • 
While· the lowering of tariffs has resulted in an unexpected expansion in trade both 
between members of the Community, and with non -members, as far as the capital 
and currency market is concerned, it wouid be an over-statement t9 call the present 
position, one of development . 

The harmonization of intervention procedures used by the Central Banks, 
and of national economic legislation will have to be agreed, as well as the har�on -
ization, of a much thornier problem, national fiscal legislation, Companies in all 
member states must be able to start from the same point; whatever the difficulties 
posed by each country's historical background, and the abuses and practices arising 
from it, the whole apparatus must be fused into a single European system. This is 
why efforts are now being made to formulate - side by side with national company 
law - a European company law, and the specialist committees of the Banking Feder
ation are taking part in these efforts.. Obviously there are all sorts of difficultjes; 
but all can be overcome by dint of goodwill . But a prerequisite is coordination o� 
monetary policies, and a promising start has already been made on this point . 
Thus, the EEC Monetary Committee is trying to work out in detail recpmmendations · 
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which, for example, would lead to compulsory meetings, where the monetary 
measures the Governors of the Central Ban�s intended to take, would have to be 
debated. 

3 

In addition, since 1964, a Committee formed by the Governors themselves 
has held periodic meetings, with a view to working out directives for a corp.�on 
monetary policy. This cooperation has already borne fruit, even within the larger 
framework.�f the Atlantic Community: differences of national opinion on the excess 
or lack of international liquidity did not prevent the last Washington monetary con -
ference from defining the principles necessary for a common development. 

The Federation has also made a very substantial effort to harmonise laws 
and practice in certain clearly defined sectors, such as foreign loan issues in_ the 
Common Market, or common rules for institutional investors . In cooperation with 
the international stock exchange organisations, it has also tried to rationalise the 
procequre for admitting shares for stock exchange dealings . 

The Euro-dollar market, although subject to some citicism, is alre.ady an
embryonic European monetary market. It has been accused of being subject ,to no· 
legal controls, such as might prevent abuses, whilst national monetary markets 
remain under str�ct State control . It would however be an error to destroy i!; it 
should rather be $iven a reasonable chance to develop, as it is becoming part� of a 
European and non-European monetary market, and it creates a form of internatiqnal 
balance of fundamental utility to the different economies . 

To sum up, the Banking Federation of the EEC has become a body; which 
the Commission consults more and more frequently. It is an adviser to the membe:rs 
of the Monetary Commission, to whom it makes suggestions and proposa,ls for liber ... · 
alising the movement of capital 

I 
the harmonization of monetary policies, of economic · 

and fiscal legislation, compa:p.y law and company tax regimes. It is responsible for 
collecting all possible informatton on the relevant laws in the different countries, for 
making comparative studies I and thus giving the Commission the chance of drawing 
up directives for unification. The Federation's work is all the more important, 
because it has complete identity of views with the Commission. In fact, a real 
European feeling exists .in the building occupied by the Commission in Brussels, with 
its extremely well-chosen address, Avenue de la Joyeuse Entree. It would be c;om
mitting a fatal error to want to change, for reasons which there is no need to recall 
here, the type of worl< done by the Commission. If that were done the Avenue de 
la Joyeuse Entree would, without a doubt, become Rue de la Triste Sortie. 
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THE" WEEK IN THE COMMUNITY 
April 25 - May 1, 1966 

From Our Correspondents in Brussels and Luxembourg 

* * * 

The Day of Reckoning 

1 

On Wednes�ay May 4 the final stage in the relaunching of the qommon Mar�et 
got under way, altpc;)l,1gh the Six had already agreed that if an immed�ate .;i.greement was 
'not reached, they would meet ag�in on May 9 and 10 to finish their b\,lsin�s�. The gen
eral feeling is that there is little hope of avoiding this extension o:r even an all -night 
marathon. However it is·thought that the final conclusion will be a positive one. This 
optimism is based on �rnme indications of progress by the, petniait�nt rep:tesentatives 
and the weariness which is beginning to affect all the delegates. They ate all extreme-

�- ly tired of the agricultural finance regulation:, ,especially since the 'priority given to 
solving this problem bas resulted in the adjournment of many questions of the ijtmost 
importanc;:e as far as the future development of the Community is concet:qed . It appear� 
that more than one of the EEC's partners who have been kept waitin;g on the doorstep 
are getting impatient at the length of time being taken to get the Corrti;nuntty moving 
again. I Outside countries which have carefully avoided t�king any part in t'1e di�agree
inent; now feel that the Six could show a little more respect by speed:ing Up their recon., 
ciliation. This GOul«;l lead to a loss of face hy the Six and another kind of we.arines� 
which should not be. u:qderestimated. 

So there is rtow a second reason why the Six must come to all understanding. 
Nevertheless they are still faced with a number of obstacles. The fir$t .of these is 
the Kennedy Round where Germany should theoretically find l:lome compensadoµ fot 
her conceeisions over agriculture . · On April 5; she already gained soµie degree of 
satisfaction. However this was slight a�d ·the only possible addition seems to be a 
joint proposal for a world grain agreement . It looks as if France will agri;?e to go 
a:Iong with the Commission on the understanding that the ,;Faure :Planii c6t1lq be dealt 
with later .outside the Kennedy Rourtd negotiations. It reµiairts to be seeri how Bonn 
will react to a cortc;:e �sion of this kind . . It must be said that the b�lartce is ·not entire ..:

ly even between a firm overall agreement ·on the GATT negotiations, which would be 
not only lim,ited but precaripus until the negotiations are complete and an �greement 
on the finance J;'e gulaticm . 

There i$ every reason to assume then, that if Germany gets rto satisfaction 
in Geneva she will try to do so in Brussels over the finance regulation it�elf. What, 
then, is likely to happen? All the delegations now admit more or less officiaily'what 
was inevitable from the start : the deadline of July l; 1967 for the fre� circulatio� of 
mdu�trHil and agticµ].tural gopds must go by the bo�rd. On the fa�e qf it; this should 

. . I .. . . 

make matters easi�r insofar as it Will gi,ve the Six time to bre.;i.the . 011: clo1;1�r exam -
inatiort, however, there does not seem to be cJ,ny great improvement: 
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(1) The first problem is to fix a new date for bringing in free circulation which mean�
as far as agriculture is concerned, common prices and setting-out the commµnity
organizations for each product. The Germans want this date to be January 1, 1968 .
It is obvious that by that date, the conditions required for free circulation of agri -
cultural proclucts will not be in operation for all sectors of procluction. So Germany
is in effect asking that the industrial customs union should precede the agricultural
common market by some months. This means a concession in Germany's favQu+.
But this concession would be against the idea of synchronizing the two operations as
agreed by the Six. Also, at the moment,. the French delegation is taking the oppo,..
site view and optirig in favour of a deadline around the end of 1968 . The partners of
the two big countries are taking a middle position which France will undc,mbtedly sup ..
port. But here again, will that satisfy the Germans? Commentators have the im
pression that there will be a good deal of argument on this point.

(2) On t9p of this "German problem" com es an "Italian problem" and also a "Bel -
gian-problem". It appears that all agricultural products could, with little difficulty,
come under common prices and common· organization between now and the mi�dle of
1968, apart from tobacco and sugar, which raise particularly thtjrny problems. The
Italians are the ones who are most concerned over tobacco and the recent discuss
ions of the permanent representatives show that they are not prepare(:} to compromif?e.
As far as sugar is concerned, the latest session of the EEC A,gricultural Council
(see Below) confirmed the existence of open antagonism between the Belgian a,.nq the
German -Italian viewpoints . It is possible that Belgium's partners might be willing
to leave this_-eomplicated question aside for the moment, but it is quite certain that
the Belgian government has no intention of giving in, especially since it can give
proof of repeated promises on this point. It is regrettable that "charity l:>egins at
home" seems to be the watchword in the Six's negotiations but the fact is there for
all to see and will certainly affect the negotiations over problems like toqac;co anq
sugar.

( .

• I 

(3) If the deadline of July 1, 196'G' is put off by six, twelve or eighte�n month�, there
will still be one important exception: this date still holds for the entire grain sector ,
At the moment no -one seems keen to establish a parallel between grain and the other
products . However this goodwill will not extend to acceptance of the fincJ,ncial con
sequences of this time lapse. If, by July 1, 1967, the European Agricultural Fusi,d
{FEOGA) has only made_ sure of the complete financing of the grain secto:r alone,'
there will be another occurrence of the imbalance which contributed to the crisis
on June 30. But from a legal point of view at least, FEOGA could not intervene
100% in favour of the other sectors until they a,re governed by commo:p. prices and
common marketing organizations . How can this dilemma be solved, since there
can be no question of postponing the grain agreement as well? In the similar case
of olive -oil and fruit and vegetables, a system of giving lump-sum compensation
payments has been applied but it would be difficult legally to make the use of �e
formula more general.
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These are the main problems which must be solved, not to mention the ceiliri� 
for the national FEOGA contributions . There are other, less impbrtant ones 

I 
which 

could nevertheless allow one or other delegation to exert pressure during the bargaining. 
For example, will Italy agree to the Commission's proposal that the annual FEOGA con ... 
tributions for agricultural improvement should be limited to $ 300 million when she is 
the main beneficiary from these contributions? Will the Netherlands not ask for precise 
undertakings on strengthening the powers of the European Parliament as soon as FEOGA 
has its own resources, that is, by 1970 at the latest? Is not Germany likely to bring �p 
the question of export credits to Eastern countries? The list could be made mm;h longer. 
Fortunately the problem of equalizing customs returns is rractically settled. Germany, 
who raised the question has agreed in principle to acting on experience, once the custom� 
union is set up, to divert returns which she expects to be at her expense mainly in favour 
of the Netherlands . On the other hand Italy wants to know why customs duty on certain 
agricultural products could not be paid into the common tr�asury in the same way as the 
levies. It would seem that Italy would not exactly lqse over such an arrangement. It 
would be unjust to reproach the Italians for their chauvinism in financial matters; this i� 
precisely the attitude of her partners ... 

* * * 

The "Sugar Skirmish" 

The Agricultural Co�ncil of the EEC, meeting on April 27 and 28, made a gen-. 
eral review of the Commission's recommendations on common prices fo:i; sugar, m�lk 
products, beef, rice, olive oil and oil-seeds. The Commission's gener�l approach,, and 
thus the levels at which it fixed its suggested prices were on the whole favourably rece1ved; 
but this does not mean that 'the national ministers are going to follow the "European line::' 
just like that, particularly when one takes stock of wJ;iat these recommendations mtght 
mean, in real terms, for any given country. 

It is particularly difficult to present in a nutshell the wide range of attitudes to 
the sugar proposals. If the European price were to be lower than thejr ·own natjonal prices, 
then both economic and social problems would arise for the Germans and the Italians: and 
so they asked that this should be raised from Dm 65 per ton of �et to Dm 72 .5. This ad"l' 
justment should be accompanied by quotas in the various areas a,nd in individual factories, 
to avoid excess production in the better-equipped countries. Belgium, on the other hand, 
accepted the price-level proposed by the Commission, but was strictly opposed to any 
form, dire ct or indir� ct, of production quotas . M . Charles Hever, the Belgian Minister, 
then launched another: attack, this time against cane-sugar produced in French overseas 
departments and imported to the Common Market: he was especially set on knowing whet-. 
her such produce could claim EEOGA support . 

M. Faure of course told him that it was, and even tried to find some form of
compromise, suggesting a three-tier price system. Everyone would, ideally, aim to: 
reach an average price, but a higher one for Italy and Germany would be tolerated, whilst 
France would have a lower one, the French Government being very loath �o come. into 
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line with the Commission's price, which is 26% above its own. This syste:,;n, like as not; 
would solve the excess production problem, but it would be dodging the column as far as 
achieving free circulation of sugar is concerned. Maintain;irig differences in current 
prices is tantamount to keeping levies going at the internal frontiers of the Commo:p. Mar
ket. For the time being the Faure compromise is blocked by this objection but one is 
struck by the fact that such a bending of the principles of the Agricultural Policy should 
have been suggested by the French representative. This tends �o emph1:1,sise the import
ance of the "Sugar Skirmish" that is being fought out in the Six's present round of negoti
ations, and also the French Government's anxiety to clear the issue, even if it calls for 
unorthodox remedies. 

Belgium seems to be fighting on uncertain ground, however, in spite of all M. 
Heger's fire and powers of persuasion: it is not just that the odds are against him, but 
also the fact that the "plaintiff" in the case of sugar is Italy, who in other secotrs will be 
expected to make concessions herself. So, of course, following a well -:tried ploy, Sig 
Restivo, the Italian minister, is redoubling his demands in order to secure the best ul
timate compromise possible . This is why he asked on April 28 that the proposed Com -
munity aid for butter should be extended to Parmesan cheese, and that preserved fruits 
and vegetables should likewi�e enjoy FEOGA benefits. But it would be diff�cult for him , 
to allay the misgivings that some of the Commission's "pro-Italian" proposals .have arou
sed amongst his colleagues - the more so, in that France1;: whose output is modest com-
pared with that of Italy, is not exactly his staunch ally in this cause. The price of sub
sidising olive oil, for instance, ($ 135 million) gave rise to some second thc;mghts, as diq 
also the rise in the price of rice that could result from the· protective measures suggestep 
by the Commission. The most difficult area, however, is fruit and vegetables, one of 
the most elrstic production sectors, and one in which th'ere are no facilities for storing 
the product in its raw state (this no doubt is why Sig Restivo asked that preserved products 
should be included). Italy's partners are wary of encouraging overproduction without 
due cause, and thus of having to subsidise the destruction of surpluses. However, the 
Italian Government can rely upon the solemn undertaking given to it on December 15, 1964. · 
With fruit and vegetables, as with sugar, it is going to take an imaginative approach to 
get the Council out of the wood . 

Milk products, again, give rise to all sorts of problems, but here at least there 
is no latent antagonism waiting to boil over between the delegations . All of them in fact 

I . 
(except the French one, which was somewhat inclined to back-pedal>-:seem to approve of 
the Commission's proposed increase in the 'price of milk (Dm 38 per 100 kilos). They 
do not appear much more likely to differ on beef. All favour the principle of promoting 
production of full-grown fat stock, and it is· not impossible that the price put forward by 
the Commission might even be raised, at the expense of veal. The main object is to 
find a happy medium somewhere, which will. n6t alienate too much the steak consumers . 
At the same time care must be taken not to overdo protective measures, as these are not 
at all to the liking of the free -trade stalwarts of the EEC. 

* * * 
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Comme:rcial Agreements: From Peugeot-Renault to the Grundig-Consten Case 

5 

Nobody amongst the competent members of the EEC Commis�ion thinks that the 
agreement between Peugeot and Renault should a priori be liable to condemnation under 
the Rome Treaty_. On the contrary, according to Press reports, it is an agre�ment which 
can only receive the Treaty's blessing. Buti there is no doubt that the CQJnmission should 
be properly notified about each and every agreement "good" and "bad" alike. Until now, 
however, this formality has not been followed by the parties concerned; this omission has 
caused the authorities of the Community some difficulty in deciding th,eir reaction to what 
appears to be a procedural infringement, if nothing more. 

There is another inconvenience, arising out of the Grundig-Consten agreement, 
which is:being tried before the European Court of Justice. The Avocat-General has �on'T 
eluded that the decision taken by the Commission to ban the agreement is null and void. 
The thesis of his case is that the arguments used to introduce the ban were riot sufficiently 
well-founded. The Commission, he points out, should not merely have shown that the 
object of the agreement infringed the rules governing competition, but they should have 
made a study of the market to prove that the agreement actually did so in practtce. At 
the same time, it ·has not been shown whether the agreement could "in any way liarm" 
inter-Community trade. The Commission's refusal to lift the ban on .the agreement, be
cause it would neither have the merit of improving production or sales, n,or allow con
sumers to have a fair sha(re of the profits arising from the agreement, appears equally 
ill -founded to the Avocat-General . The last point he makes is that the Commission has 
failed to show beyond any doubt that restriction of competition, resulting from the chal
lenged agreement, was not essential to the maintenance of certain useful services for 
consumers. 

If the Court of Justice agrees with the Avocat-General, the Commission's deci
sion will be annulled, but the whole matter will be referred to Brussels for further con
sideration:. But we still have to find out how to produce the proof required . To �arry out 
"a complete study of the market" to find out for sure whether an agreement up�ets it or: 
not, would be an exhausting business, especially as it would have to be repeated regularly 
since the disturbance could, theoretically least, occur at any time. For the supporters 
of the Commission, the burden of proof thus required would become so great that all of 
the Commission's "anti-trust" policy would threaten to collapse under the weight. Its 
opponents thinkt that the Commission, has gone too far in this particular ca�e, and it 
would have bee� wise, as the Avocat-General poii.nted out, to have given Grundig-Consten 
partial or conditional exemption, rather than turn them down flat. 
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Belgium: D'ARCY ADVERTIS·ING, New York fonns MULTI
NATIONAL PARTNERS, Brussels to regroup its fnternational 
interests, The New York agency BENTON & BOWLES takes 
large ·snare in PUBLICONTROL, Brussels and Antwerp (adver

.· tising and market consultancy). A Swiss advertising expert 
and a French businessman form PROOUITS D 'ACCUEIL 
CHARLES GRIVET-FRANCE, Paris. 

:!3ritain and France: STE D 'EXPLOITATION .DES MATERIELS 
J-1ISPAN0-$U1ZA will cooperate·with HAWl<Ell SIDDELEY 

. · DYNAMICS to qevelop landing-gear. Gerpiany and Netherlands; .
Closer cooperation is be�:o.g xiegotiatep J:>etwe�n FOK�EI{, 

.. 

... ,Amsterdam and FLUGTECHNISCHE WERl<E, 13reIJ.1en ... 

E BlJILpJNG �CIVIL,. . Fran�e: TRADEX INTERNATIONAL, Paris is .fQrmed to pro- · 
· : ��GlNEE�ING:. · •. . . mote imports and exports of building mat�ri�ls etc. Luxem - . 

G OOStvf ETICS 

H ELECTRICAL 
ENGl�ijERINQ 

· bourg;. CIMENTS PORTLAND ARTIFICIELS DE BUDA,
':· Brussels takes shares in CIMENTS LUXEMBOt)RGEOIS from 

·: ·: · · '. .. ARBED. Neth�rlands: The CanacJian architects NQRMAN
WADE form Amsterdam subsidiary. 

·France: KON ZWANENBERG-ORGANON, Oss, Netherlands
·raises the· capital of its Paris subsidiary. Germany; THOM,..
SON..-WERKE, Dtisseldorf will cooperate with anotq.er German
firm makjng encaustics SIEGEL WERl(E, Cologne. Nether
lands: The Dutch firm NED KOOLBORSTij;L FABlUEK will

. market UNION CARBIDE's ''National" carbon brushes. HUS
TINX CHEMIE, Maastricht is formed 50-50 by MAASTRICH

. TSCHE ZINKWIT and ZEEPFABRIEl< J-IUSTINX. The British 
group WILLIAMS (HOUNSLOW) takes mm.or share in NED 
KLEURSTOFF INDUSTRIE, Amersfoort (dy�s, colourings, 

· etc). Tunisia: TECNOCERAM, Milan takes 20% and wiil
provide know-how and machinery for FAIENCERIES Tl,JNIS-

. !ENNES (ceramics).

Britain: THE MENNEN CO, Morristown, New Jersey and
L 'OREAL, Paris will extend coop�ratj.on for British sales of
men's cosmetics.

l3elgium: The Dutch heating firm VAN DE WAAROEN forms
Belgi.an sales subsidiary, France: TELEFQNAKTIE-BOLA
GET ERICSSON, Stockholm (automatic telepl;J,ones etc)
reshapes its French interests. TEDDINGTON BELLOWS,
(BRITISH THERMOSTAT CO group) takes 66.6% in.new French
�ompany COMPENSATEURS TEDDINGTON.,,ABG (expansion
joints) .. Germany: KABELWERK RHEYDT,.will link up with
AEG, Frankfurt and Berlin. Italy: GENERALE DI EJ.,ET
TRICITA (GENERAL ELECTRIC group) �erges with several
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of its own subsidiaries. Netherlands: The Dutch company 
PHILIPS GLOEILAMPEN will develop the electric interests of 
INDOHEEM, The Hague under agreement with STOCKVIS, Rotter
dam. South Africa: INDUSTRIAL ,DEVELOPMENT CORP OF 
SOUTH AFRICA buys share in SIEMENS SOUTH AFRICA (electri
cal equipment etc). 

Italy: The German radio, TV etc company GRUNDIG will set up 
its own sales network in Italy. 

Belgium: FORGES DE THY -MARCINELLE. will take over another 
Belgian metal group AMS, Mon<:eau-sur-Sambre. The Pt1tch 
engineering group HOLVRIEKA, Utrecht forms Belgian subsidiary. 
DRESSER INDUSTRIES, Dallas, Texas forms Brussels engineering 
subsidiary. Ethiopia: OFFICINE VIBERT!, Turin (vehicles) forms 
Ethiopian manufacturing subsidiary with OFFICINE CALABRESE, 
Bari. France: TRANE CO, Wisconsin, USA (heating, refrigera-

. tion etc) will form manufacturing centre for its French subsidiary. 
CAFL, Paris and ATELIERS DE CONSTRUCTION VEVEY, Vevey, 
Switzerland form Paris sales subsidiary for their hydraulic tur
bines. CREDIT COMMERCIAL, Paris forms TELECOMMUNI
CATIONS INTERNATIONALES EXCOFINA, Paris (telecommunica-

. tions, etc). Germany: The American KOEHRING CO takes over 
MENCK & HAMBROCK, Hamburg (mechanical shovels, pile-drivers· 
etc). Italy: The British engineering group GUEST, l(EEN forms 
Italian arc-welding company. Netherlands: The American HOWELL 
PENNCRAFT CORP (cutting equipment) forms Netherlands sales sub.,. 
sMiary. The German firm A TOMAC DIETER SCHMIDT backs new 
Dutch firm for plastic packaging machinery. South Africa: The 
LURGI group, Frankfurt (engineering) forms South African subsidiary. 

Belgium: BELGISCHE BANK is formed at St Truiden, with branch 
in Netherlands. Three Moroccan companies fo:i;m FINANCIERE DE 
LONGUEVILLE (finance, property, leasing). CIE P'OUTREMER 
will soon take over BELGE POUR LES INDUSTRIES CHIMIQUES, 
Brus�els and AUXILIAIRE D'ELECTRICITE, Brussels. Belgium: 
BANQUE LAMBERT, Brussels takes large sha:i:-e in BANQUE 
INDUSTRIELLE & COMMERCIALE DE CHARLEROI, Charleroi, 
Canada: The head of the OETKER group takes share in THE 
METROPOLITAN TRUST CO, Toronto. France: The investment 
company DE DIETRICH will take over its Paris subsidiary CAGEP. 
Italy: A new finance company in Turin will develop small and 
medium -sized firms in Piedmont. Netherlands: The Canadian 
finance company GRAMBECK HOLDINGS forms Dutch investment 
subsidiary. 

Belgium: TATE & LYLE, London forms Brussels sales company 
with RAFFINERIE TIRLEMONTOISE, Brussels. Germany: Germany's 
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largest milk cooperative MOLKEREI ZENTRALE BA YERN buys 
shares in another German dairy firm J.M. SCHNETZER. Spain: 

. J .A. GOLDSCHMIDT, Paris (import:-export of food) forms Spanish 
subsidiary. 

France: The Paris subsidiary of STENHOUSE HOLDINGS, London 
will take over its affiliated company OFFICE D'ASSQRANCES 
INTERNATIONALES. Germany: PRICE FORBES, London (brokers) 
forms Bremen subsidiary. Netherlands: The Amsterdam insur
ance group NV VERSEKERING MIJ will be the Dutch representative 
for LkCITE VIE, Paris. 

Belgium : CHIMEXPLO, Brussels forms UCOMEX, Brussels (paper 
for the packing industry). The American paper group BROWN CO 
forms Brussels marketing company. Germany: The American 
company CROWN CORK & SEAL takes 50% in BENDER WERKE, 
Frankenthal (capsules). Luxembourg: SALMON, Paris, PAPE
TERIES SCALDIA, Antwerp, UBBENS PAPIER, Zutphen and 

. INTERESSENGEMEINSCHAFT, Germany form EUROPEAN PAPER 
GROUP, Luxembourg. 

Belgium: The French LABO RA TOIRES LAFON forms Belgian sub
sidiary. Germany: The German company BYK-GULDEN LOM
BERD �igns research and sales agreement with the Austrian group 
OSTERREICHISCHE STICKSTOFFWERKE. Switze;rland: The Dutch 
firm ENZYPHARM forms Zurich sales subsidiary. 

France: RHONE .POULENC, PHILLIPS PETROLEUM and PETRO
FINA form STE DE DEVELOPPEMENT DES POLYOLEFINES, Paris 
(sales of artificial and synthetic resins). Spain; The German firm 
PLATE & VOERSTER (household plastics etc) will build Spanish 
factory. 

Netherlands: WYT & ZONEN, Rotterdam and TASEC, Bahamas form 
Amsterdam firm to publish telephone directories. Three Dutch 
printing firms JAN DE LANGE, H. TULP, and L. VAN LEER form 
joint holding company. 

France: The Belgian subsidiary of the American· B LUE BELL INC 
(work .. -clothes) opens Paris branch. Germany: Two German tex
tile firms GIRMES and SEIDENWEBEREIN form joint research. sub
sidiary. COLORAMA TUFTING is formed to sell its founders' car
pets in the Common Market. Italy: SIR, Milan buys controlling 
interest in STABILIMENTO I)I PONTE LAMBRO, Milan (cotton mills 
etc). 

Germany: SPERRY & �UfCHINSON, New York (trading-stamps) 
gains control of similar Frankfurt firm. 
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I ADVERTISING 

u MULTI NATIONAL PARTNERS INTERNATIONAL ADVERTISING & MARKET-
ING, Brussels (capital Bf 1 million - managing director Dr A'.;T. Cooper) has been formed by 
the New York advertising group D'ARCY ADVERTISING CO INC (see No 255) in order to re
group its international interests around three European advertising agencies, with which it 
strengthened its ties at the end of 1965. Multi National has a 40% interest (25% directly), 
and the three European agencies SYNERGIE PUBLICITE SA, Paris, (president M.H. Henault).� 
WERBEAGENTUR DR. HAGEMANN GmbH, Dtisseldorf, and C. VERNON & SONS LTD, Lon-.. 
don, each have a 20% interest. 

D'Arcy Advertising (president Mr R .M. Ganger) has associates or foreign repre�-
sentatiyes in Athens, l3russels, Dtisseldorf, London, Mexico.City, Milan, Paris, Toronto 
and Vienna. It intends to let other agencies participate in the new company withotit letting 
go of �ts guiding principle that American and European advertisers should enjoy the best ad
vertisip.g and marketing service, wil:hput any loss of independence . 

** The New York advertising agency BENTON & BOWLES INC, (see No 252) �a� 
taken a large holding in the advertising and marketing consultancy group headed by M. Andre 
Kicq: PUBLICONTROL SA, Brussels and Antwerp (see No 282) and its Amsterdam subsidiary 
PUBLICONTROL NV (in association with BUREAU VAN MAANEN RECLAME- & MARKETING,. 
ADVISEURS NV, Amsterdam - see No 236). 

.. 

Mr L. T. Steele, vice-president of the American group will represent it on the board 
of the two new subsidiaries which will add BENTON & BOWLES to their company names. 

** M. Gtivet of Zurich, who specializes in advertising material (especially dis
play) has joined 50-50 with M .Pierre Falleur of La Garonne-Colombes, Hauts-de -Seine to 
form PRODUITS D'ACCUEIL CHARLES GRIVET-FRANCE Sarl, Paris (capital Ff 10,000). 

I AIRCRAFT & SP ACE I 
** Negotiations are going on between the aircraft companies NV KON NED VLI-
EGTUIGENFABRIEK FOKKER, Amsterdam (see No 346) and VER FLUGTECHNISCHE WERKE 
GmbH, Bremen (see No 330) to ensure closer cooperation. The result could be an agreement 
on the lines of the one (see No 204) signed between the German chemical and photographic 
group AGFA AG, Leverkusen and the Belgian PHOTO-PRODUITS GEVAERT SA, Mortsel, Ant, 
werp. 

The German aircraft firm, formerly WESER FLUGZEUGBAU-FOCKE WULF, resul
ted from the merger in November 1963 of FOCKE-WULF GmbH and WESER FLUGZEUGBAU 
GmbH (see No 234). It has had full control of ERNST HEINKEL FLUGZEUGBAU GmbH, 
Spire (see No 281) since November 1964. It has a payroll of 10,000 and is mainly owned by 
FRIED KRUPP, Essen, UNITED AIRCRAFT CORP, East Hart�ord; Connecticut, HANSEATIS
CHE INDUSTRIE-BETEILIGUNGEN GmbH, Bremen - a subsidiary of STANDARD ELEKTRIK 
LORENZ AG, Stuttgart (INTERNATIONAL TELEPHONE & TELEGRAPH CORP group, New 
York) - and AG WESER, Bremen. Fokker's shareholders include the Dutch Royal Family 
and NORTHROP CORP, California (22 .2% - see No 332) . 
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** With a view to increasing their individual productive capacities and avoiding 
duplication in many fields, STE D'EXPLOITATION DES MATERIELS HISPANO-SUIZA SA 
(president Mr Robert Blum), a member of the French group HISPANO-ALSACIENNE SA 
(see No 352), and HAWKER SIDDELEY DYNAMICS LTD, Hatfield, Hertfordshire, a member· 
of the British group HAWKER SIDDELEY GROUP LTD (see No 329) have signed a technical 
cooperation agreement to study and work out plans for landing-gear and hydraulic equipment 
connected with it. 

Hawker Siddeley Dynamics is linked in France·with ENGINS MATRA SA, Paris to 
design and build the "Esso 2" satellite (see No 309).· Its parent company, represented in 
Paris by HAWKER SIDDELEY INTERNATIONAL-FRANCE SA (see No 243), has a 50% sub
sidiary in London and Bristol, BRISTOL SIDDELEY ENGINES CO LTD (see No 330) to 
develop aircraft turbines (see No 302). The result of the above agreement is a subsidiary 
formed in Paris in January 1966: BRISTOL SIDDELEY 1URBOMECA INTERNATIONAL SA 
(capital Ff 200,000). 

t·BU!LDING & CIVIL ENGINEERING! 

** The Canadian firm of architects NORMAN WADE CO LTD, Scarborough, 
Ontario has formed a subsidiary in Amsterdam TECHNISCHE TEKENKAMER-BENODIG
HEDEN TETEXA NV (capital Fl 50,000) which is directed by Messrs J .J. Caron and Henk 
van den Heuvel. 

* * ARBED SA, Luxembourg (see No 347) is to make over to one of its piinority 
shareholders, the investment company STE DES CIMENTS PORTLAND ARTIFICIELS DE 
BUDA SA, Brussels (president M.G. Kronsbruck - capital Bf 8 million) the shares in STE 
DES CIMENTS LUXEMBOURGEOIS SA, Luxembourg, on which it took an option in 1965, 
when Ciments Luxembourgeois increased its capital to Lux F .108 million. Buda is going to 
take part in the future increase of Arbed's capital to Lux F. 6,000 million. 

CIMENTS LUXEMBOURGEOIS, (factories at Dommeldange and Esch-sur-Alz'ette) 
has a large shareholding in the Brussels company, whose other shareholders include Arbed 
and STE LUXEMBOURGEOISE POUR LE COMMERCE DES MATERIAUX DE CONSTRUC
TION SA, Luxembourg (president M. L. Kieffer). The latter acts as sales company for 
Ciments Luxembourgeois, SA DES CHAUX DE CONTERN, Luxembourg (factories at Contern, 
and Bertrange), SA DES BRIQUERIES & 1UILERIES LUXEMBOURGEOISES, Bettembourg. 

** STE TRANSATLANTIQUE D'EXPORTATION & DE DEVELOPPEMENT 
ECONOMIQUE-TRADEX INTERNATIONAL SA, Paris (capital Ff 500,000; president M. J. 
Bataille) has just been formed to proi;note exports and imports of building materials, fixed 
and travelling handling equipment for mining, heavy machine tools, textile machinery etc. 
M. Bataille is general manager of POCLAIN SA, Plessis-Belleville, Oise, but the new com
pany has no financial connection·whatsoever with this firm. It will concentrate initially o:p.
�pansion in Canada, where it has already set up a subsidiary, TRAD EX CANADA LTD,
Montreal, and then i� the USA, where it is shortly to form AMERICAN TRADEX CORP in
New York.
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I CHEMICALS I 
** THOMSON-WERKE GmbH, Dtisseldorf, is to enter close cooperation in res,.. 
earch and development with another German firm making encaustics, SIEGEL WERKE GmbH, 
Cologne, Niehl ( capital DM 7 . 5 million) . Thomson -Werke is a member of the chemicals 
g_roup HENKEL & CIE GmbH, Ditsseldorf (see No 298), through PERSIL GmbH, Dtisseldorf. 
In 1965 its capital was raised from DM 10 million to DM 12 million: Siegel Werke has about 
1,200 people on its payroll, and is a wholly-owned subsidiary of SIDOLWER,KE SIEGEL & C0

1

Cologne, whose other subsidiaries, all in the metal and plastic packaging business, are 
BRAUNSCHWEIGISCHE BLECHWARENFABRIK GmbH, Braunschweig, (capital DM 5 millions), 
and GES FUER KUNSTSTOFFVERARBEITUNG mbH, Frechen (capital DM 1.5 million). 

** After the announcement of its manufacturing (under licence) and distribution 
agreements in Europe and South Africa with the West German comp�y RINGSDORFF WERKE 
GmbH, Bad Godesberg, Mehlem� UNION CARBIDE CORP, New York (see No 354) has given 
its Du.tch licensee, NED KOOLBORSTEL FABRIEK NV "Edam", the ta�k of marketing its 
"National" carbon brushes 

I 
in Europe . .. 

SIEMENS & HALSKE AG, Berlin and FARBWERKE HOECHST AG, Frankfurt recently 
acquired a joint 50% interest in Ringsdorff Werke (see No 334) . I 
** The agreement recently made between KON .MAASTRICHTSCHE ZINKWIT 
MIJ NV, Eysden, Maastrich.and ZEE�FABRI�·K HUST™¥ NV, Maastricht (see No 350) for the 
production of catalysts, silicates, abrasiv�s, chemical and metal detergents, has resulted 
in the 50-50 formation of HUSTINX CHEMIE NV, Maastricht (c�pital Fl l million). 

** KON ZWANENBERG-ORGANQN NV, Oss, Netherlands, as part of its French 
expansion programme, has raised the capital of STE POUR LA DIFFUSION DES PRODUITS 
SYNTHETIQUES SA, Paris (president Mr D. Verhagen, Nijm�gen) to Ff l million. lt shares 
control of this company with three of its subsidia!ies: ZWANENBERG'S FABRIEKEN ·NV and 
ORGANON NV, both of Oss, and NV ORGACHEMIE, Boxtel (see No 315). 

The Dutch group (chemicals, pharmaceuticals and foods) has a number of other 
direct and indirect inte;rests in Franc:e, in particular ORGANON SA, Paris (capital Ff 2 .8 
million); LABORATOIRES ENDOPAJCRINE SA, Paris (capital Ff 2 million); NOURY LANDE 
Sarl, NOURY FRANCE Sarl and VITEX SA, Bruges, Gironde. The latter come under Zwanen
berg's aegis throt�gh the paints, pigments and varnishes group KON INDUSTRIELE MIJ NOURY 
& VAN DER LANDE NV, Deventer (see No 349). 

** The chemicals group WILLIAMS (HOUNSLOW) LTD, Hounslow, Middlesex . 
. 

(see No 332) has strengthened its ties with NED KLEURSTOF JN))USTRIE NV, Amersfoo?=t 
(see No 122 - natural dyes for the food industry, colourings and inks) by taking a minority 
shareholding in it . The Dutch firm will now expand its installations to produce several of 
the British firm's products. 

In 1961 the two firms formed a joint subsidiary WILLIAMS NEDKLIND AMERSFOORT. 
NV (capital Fl 250,000) to promote the British firms Common Market interests. Williams 
(Hounslow) also has a Swiss investment company WILLIAMS HOUNSLOW AG, Zug. 
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** According to a recent agreement with STE TUNINOISE INDUSTRIELLE SA, 
Tunis, the Milan firm TECNOCERAM SpA will take 20% in the new firm LES FAIENCERIES 
TUNISIENNES SA (capital Din. 250, 000) which is to make ceramic and enamel plaques and 
tiles. 

The Italian firm, which will provide the Tunisian firm with know-how and machinery, 
is jointly owned by MONTECATINI-EDISON SpA {through SCEI-SOC COSTRUZIONI ELET
TROTERMICHE INDUSTRIAL! SpA which makes electric ovens) and CEDIT-CERAMICHE 
D'ITALIA SpA, Milan. The latter's foreign interests include RECESA - REVESTIMIENTOS 
CERAMICOS SA, Burgos, CERAMICA DI LUGANO SA, Taverne-Torricella, Ticino, and 
CERAMIKI CEDIT SA, Athens. 

I COSMETICS I 
** The agreement in France and Italy between THE MENNEN CO, Morristown, 
New Jersey (see No 297) and L 'OREAL SA, Paris (see No 338) for the manufacture and sale 
of male cosmetics is being continued for the British market. The American company has 
signed an agreement with GOLDEN LTD, Leighton Buzzard (see No 303} British suooidiaryof 
the French group, and it has formed MENNEN (UK} LTD, registered at Delawa;re (capital 
$100) with a branch at Aldwych, London (directors Messrs S.L. Highleyman and A.E. 
Gottesman. 

L 'Oreal has direct and indirect interests, through its companies (SPECIALITES 
CAPILLAIRES & DERMOTALOGIQUES -SCAD and LAFRA} in MENNEN FRANCE SA, 
formed in 1964. Its interests in MENNEN SpA, Turin (formed end of 1964 - see No 280) are 
held,by its Italian subsidiary SAIPO SpA, and its Paris holding company ORINTER SA (see No 289}. 

r ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 
1 

** The Dutch heating and air-conditioning firm VAN DE WAARDEN & CO NV, 
Utrecht (director Mr E.M. Janssen) has formed a sales subsidiary in Belgium, ITACALOR 
NV, Boorsbeek (capital Bf 1 million, director M. P.A. van Rossem). 

** TELEFONAKTIE-BOLAGET L.M. ERICSSON, Stockholm (automatic tele-
phone and telecommunications installations, radio and television sets, signalling systems, 
cables etc), an organisation of over 40,000 people, is reshaping its interests in France. Its 
99% subsidiary STE DES TELEPHONES ERICSSON SA, Colombes, Hauts-de-Seine (capital 
Ff 20 million) is to take over a 92% subsidiary of the Swedish company, with which it already 
has close production ties, ATELIERS VAUCANSON SA, Paris (capital Ff 3.6 million), which 
has a factory at St. Nicolas d 'Aliermont, Seine Maritime. 

The Swedish group has numerous Common Market subsidiaries: SETEMER SpA 
and FATME-FABBRICA APPARECCHI TELEFONICI & MATERIALE ELETTRICO Sp.t\ in 
Rome; SIELTE-STA IMPIANTI ELETTRICI & TELEFONICI SISTEMA ERICSSON SpA, Genoa; 
ERICSSON VERKAUFS GmbH, Th'.isseldorf; ERICSSON TELEFONMIJ NV, Rijn, Netherlands, 
and ELME SA, Luxembourg. 
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** A link-up is being negotiated between KABEL WERK RHEYDT AG, Rheydt 

H 

(capital DM 26 .4 million) and .t\EG-ALLG. ELEKTRICITAETS GES AG, Frankfprt and Ber
lin. Kabelwerk Rheydt makes high-tension wires, telephone wires, insulating cables·, enam
elled wires, dynamo windings etc and with a payroll of around 2,300 has an annual turnover 
of about DM 160 million. 

AEG is at present reorganizing its electrical engineering interests : NORDDEUT
SCHE KABELWERKE AG, Berlin is being taken over by KABELWERK DUISBURG, Duisburg 
(see No 353) which will be renamed VEREINIGTE DRAHT- & KABELWERKE AG, Berlin and 
Duisburg. 

** Under the agreement signed between NV PHILIPS GLOEILAMPENFABRIEKEN, 
Eindhoven, (see No 353) and R .S. STOCK.VIS & ZONEN NV, Rotterdam (see No 274), the 
former will develop the electric and electro-technical interests of INDOHEEM NV, the Hague 
(holding company in which Stockvis is the principal shareholder - see No 307), which, since 
1964, has headed two groups, VAN DER HEEM NV, the Hague and INDOLA NV, Rijwick, 
Pl;lilips will acquire the "ERRES" trade mark (belonging to Stockvis), the assets of Van Der 
Heern in the radio, television and electronics sphere (capital Fl. 25 million) as well those of 
its subsidiary VAN DER HEEM ELECTRONICS NV (see No 306). Stockvis will remain the 
distributor of Indiheem · s domestic appliances . 

Van der Heern was already linked with Philips through a joint subsidiary, VER STO
FZUIGERFABRIEKEN NV (formed in 1961 - see No 255) which manufactures domestic appli
ances (vacuum cleaners, polishers). Its products range from radios, television sets, and 
record-players to air-conditioners, small electrical tools and motors, Solex mopeds and 
plastic components. These are made either by itself or by subsidiaries, FERSTE NED AUT� 
ORIJWIELFABRIEK NV, INTERHEEM NV (formed in 1965) and FABRIEK VOOR PERPLASTIEK 
GEBR VAN NIFTRIK NV (acquired last year - see No 307), in factories at the Hague, Sneek, 
Utrecht, Putte, and Laakweg. Its foreign sales network, headed by VAN DER HEEM INTER
NATIONAL NV, includes a Danish subsidiary, VAN DER HEEM SKANDINAVIA A/S, Copen
hagen, a minority shareholding in ERRES -FRANCE, Puteaux, Seine controlled by INTERNAT
IONALE INDUSTRIE & HANDELSVEREENIGING NV, Rotterdam (see No 265) a subsidiary of 
Stockvis. 

** TEDDINGTON BELLOWS LTD has taken 66 .6% in forming the French company 
LES COMPENSATEURS TEDDINGTON-ABG SA, Bois d'Arcy, Yvelines (capital Ff 3QP,000) 
to make and sell expansion joints for the aircraft, nuclear and petrochemical industries etc. 
The other shareholder in the new company, pre'sident M .P, Douffiagues, is A .B. G. (STE; 
ARIES, LA BOUGIE B .G. & S .F .E .D.R. REUNIES) SA, Paris (see No 232) with 33 .3%. Ted
dington Bellows is a member of THE BRITISH THERMOSTAT CO LTD, Sunbury-on-Thames, 
Middlesex (see No 316). A.B.G. (capital Ff 6,069,000) has been a licensee of another of 
the British group's subsidiaries TEDDINGTON AIRCRAFT CONTROLS LTD, Merthyr Tydfil, 
Glamorgan, for some time . It employs 1, 000 workers in its factories at Hazebruck, Nord 
and Argenteuil, Val d'Oise making a wide range of electrical and mechanical equipment mainly 
for the aircraft industry. In 1964 in association with STE FRANCAISE DE BANQUE SA, Paris 
it formed STE DE MATERIEL POUR L 'INDUSTRIE DU PLASTIQUE SA, Levallois-Perret, 
Hauts-de-Seine (see No 232) whose capital has just been raised to Ff 200,000. 
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** CIA GENERALE DI ELETTRICITA SpA, Milan (a member of GENERAL

, I 

ELECTRIC CO LTD group of New York) is merging with several electrical engineering firmsof which it has outright control: 1) CONE-CIA NAPOLETANA A.PPARECCHI ELETTRICI SpA(capital Lire 228 million) which makes refrigerators and air conditioning equipment at S. Georgio Cremano, Naples under the "General Electric" trade mark; the company was formedin association with S.M.E. and BANCO DINAPOLI. 2) S.I.R.E. SpA, Milan (capital Lire 85. 5 million) and UNDARADIO (capital Lire 1. 84 million) which makes'radio and televisionequipment. At the same time Cia General Di Elettricita is taking over its subsidiary SCOTTIBRIOSCHI & CO SpA, Novara which makes components for radio and television (see No 349). 
** INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT CORP OF SOUTH AFRICA LTD, Johannesburg,which, since it was formed in 1940, has financed local industry to the extent of Rands 370 million (£180 million app.), has bought an interest in SIEMENS SOUTH AFRICA (PTY) LTD, Johannesburg, which recently raised its capital from Rands 500,000 to Rands 750,000. Thelatter sells specialised electrical equipment, and makes apparatus and installations for telecommunications. It has factories at Johannesburg and Pretoria, and is building a third at Isando. Until now it was 75% controlled ·by SIEMENS & HALSKE OVERSEAS INVESTMENT LTD, Toronto, which is the international holding company for SIEMENS AG, Berlin and Munich(see No 347). 
I ELECTRONICS I 

** GRUNDIG-WERKE GmbH, Fu'.rth, Bayern (radio and television sets, tape-recorders, record players, dictating machines, electronic equipment etc), which until now entrusted all its sales in Italy to a general agency, has decided to establish its own distribution network in that country. The cornerstone of this will be the subsidiary it is at presentsetting up in 'lrento, GRUNDIG SpA. The German group, under the leadership of Herr Max Grundig, now employs some
ao, 000 people, and in 1965 achieved a turnover of some DM 1,200 million. Its two most :!-"ecent moves abroad were the building of a factory in Austria to make television sets (throughits general agent, the company ELEKTRA-BREGENZ, Bregenz, which belongs to Herr F. Schindler), and its decision to start up a factory for transistor radios at Braga in Portugal. 'fhe latter should eventually. employ about 1,000 people: it will be run by Grundig's local subsidiary, GRUNpIG ELECTRONICA PORTUGAL LTDA, Braga (see No 299). The group's otherforeign subsidiaries, all marketing companies are GRUNDIG GmbH, Zug; SVENSKA GRUNDIGA/B Stockholm, and GRUNDIG TRIUMPH-ADLER SALES CORP, New York. 
I ENGINEERING & METAL'
u HOWELL PENNCRAFT CORP, Inkster, Michigan, USA (cutting. and trimmingequipment) has extended its interests to the Common Market by forming a sales subsidiary, HOWELL PENNCRAFT INTERNATIONAL NV (capital Fl 90,000), which will be managed by Mr H.K. Deakins. 
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** TRANE CO, La Crosse, Wisconsin {heating, refrigeration and ventilation), 
which for several years now has been pursuing a policy of investments in France (see No 277)

1 

is to establish its manufacturing centre for the Common Market at the Golbey, Vosges factory 
of its subsidiary CEMAT-CIE EUROPEENNE DE MATERIELS TH�RMIQUES SA, {president 
M. R. Condamin; director M .. Duque).

Cemat will now have its capital raised to Ff 16 .5 millions and will become 1'.RANE 
SA . Its main products are aluminium heat exchangers, but it will extend its range considera}?ly 
when work-shops now being built are completed . Further to this, it is going by stages to · 
regroup it Paris and Brussels sales and adminstrative services at Golbey: the chief respon
sibility of these is to arrange the import into the Common Market of equipment produced by 

' the group's American and British factories (see No 259). Cemat was originally controlled by 
the Paris group L'AIR LIQUIDE SA, but was taken over by the La Crosse group two years ago, 
after -the latter increased to a majori�y its previous 35% shareholding. Last year, again in 
anticipation of "going places" in Europe, the American group raised the capi�al of its Swiss 
subsidiary TRANE SA, Friburg {president Mr R .P. Yeomans) to Sf 11.3 millions. 

** The recent Franco-Swiss agreement for the manufacture of hydraulic turbines 
(see No 349) between CAFL-CIE DES ATELIERS & FORGES DE LA LOIRE SA, Paris (control.
led 75 .4% by CIE DES FORGES & ACIERIES DE LA MARINE, DE FIRMINY & DE SAINT
ETIENNE SA) and ATELIERS DE CONSTRUCTIONS MECANIQUES DE VEVEY SA, Vevey, 
Vaud has resulted in the formation of an equally-owned sales subsidiary in Paris: STE DES 
TURBINES VEVEY-CAFL "STVC" Sarl (capital Ff 100,000). The firm will be run by MM 
Lerin, Paris and Mario M. �ianchi, Vevey. 

** OFFICINE VIBERT! SpA, Tum.n (capital Lire 3,000 million - see No 278) which 
makes tran�port, commercial, agricultural and special vehicles is setting up a manufacturing 
subsidiary in Ethiopia, in association with OFFICINE CALABRESE SpA, Bari. The nt;!W. 
business, which will have an output of about l 00 trailers a year, will mean an initial invest
ment of Lire 250 million by the Italian company; this will be supplemented by local backing. 
Offid.ne Viberti, which exports about 40% of its production, is linked by licensing agreements 
with many foreign manufacturing groups including AUTOMOBILE M. BERLIET SA, Venissieux, 
Rhone, LEYLAND MOTORS LTD, Leyland, Lanes, CONSTRUCCIONES JOVER OBIOLS, 
ROSELL SA-JORSA, Barcelona, EMPRESA NACIONAL DE AUTOCAMIONES SA-ENASA, Mad
rid (see No 251), etc. 

** MENCK & HAMBROCK GmbH, Altona, Hamburg, (capital DM 9 million) has 
been taken over by KOEHRING CO, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. The German company is linked 
with DE MAG AG, Duisburg (see No 345) and makes building and civil engineering equipII?-ent 
(mechanical shovels, pile-drivers, earth-moving equipment, etc.) 

The American group, which had a turnover of $150 million in 1965 already has 
various European interests: 40% in RANSOMES & RAPIER LTD, Ipswich (a member of the 
NEWTON, CHAMBERS & CO LTD, group of Thornecliffe, Sheffield) and 55% in KOEHRING
BRISSONNEAU SA, Paris (see No 222) - the rest being held by ETS BRISSONNEAU & LOTZ 
SA, Paris - which since September 1963 has had its own subsidiary in Milan KOEHRING 
BRISSONNEAU !TA LIANA SpA (capital Lire l million). 
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** Two Belgian metal groups, which have long been linked, both financially and 
in production, are to carry out the mer�r that was conten;iplated �y tllem in 1956 and again 
in 1961. Thus AMS-ACIERIES & MINIERES DE LA SAMBRE SA, Monceau-sur-Sambre (cap
ital Bf 500 million - see No 316) will be taken over by FORGes OE ' T}tY-MARCINELLE SA, 
Marcinelle (capital Bf 400 million), which already holds 22 .8% of its capital. The merger 
will result in a new company by the name of FORGES DE '· THY-MARCINELLE & MONGEAU 
SA, the two factories of which will have a joint annual capacity of 1,1 million tons of steel -
sufficient to measure up to the European scale for finished pro9u<;ts . The main products 
of the new company will be long steel, light and rounq��illings, machi:n,ed, pressed and rolled 
wires and thin straps. 

Both the companies involved in the merger belong to the L�tµ1oit group, mainly 
through BRUFINA SA (see No 350), which holds 25% in Thy-Marcirielle and a�ut 5% in AMS, 
whose other.main shareholders are COFININDUS SA, Brussel� (l5 .4% - see No 350): COCK.,. , · 
ERILL-OUGREE SA, Seraing (5 .9% - see No 354), and MINIERE & METALLURGIQUE DE 
RODANGE SA (see No 328). AMS (M.F. Meunier president: M.A. d� Launoit honorary pres
ident), achieved a 1965 turnover of Bf 2, 360 million with production reaching 45 7, 000 tons of : ..
half-finished products: i(has rna"de over its mining interests to MINE STEINBERG, Rume-
lange, Luxembourg, and to STE MINIERE AACHEN, Ottange, France. In spite of thie, how.,. ·. 
ever, it is acq{iiring a sizeable investment in Thy-Marcinelle, parUcµlarly its 42 .7% holding 
in 11\MINOIRS D'ANVERS SA, Schoten, Antwerp (see No 238) aµd also the shares it holds in 
the French companies JACQUES MARCHAND & CIE SA, Ivry, and in THYMARMON EISEN & 
STAHL GmbH, Dtisseldorf. 

** The LURGI group, Frankfurt (engineering) has formed LURGI SOUTH AFRICA 
(PTY) LTD, Johannesburg, as part of its large-scale South African expansion programme. 
The group, which consists of eight sister companies in Frankfurt, and whichhas widespread 
foreign interests, (see No 303 in particular), is controlled by METALLGijSELLSCHAFT AG, 
Frankfurt (see No 344) . The latter, with its capital soon to be increased to Drp 175 millio:p . 
from 140 million, has the following principal shareholders: with more than 25% each."· DRE$·-

� 

DNER BANK AG, Frankfurt (see No 353), and SIEMENS-SCHUCKERTWERKE AG, Berlin (see 
No 347): with 16 .64% - SCHWEIZERISCHE GES METALLWERKE AG, Zurich (see No 303). 

** The Dutch engineering group HOLVRIEKA N .N., Utrecht (tanks and storage 
equipment for the chemical, food, and pharamceutical industries) which is run by M. W. De 
Waard, has formed a Belgian subsidiary HOLBRIEKA NV, Ganshoren, Brussels. The latter 
has a capital of Bf 1 million and is run by M. W .A. Dirven . Ownership 9f the new company 
is split between the Utrecht: group and six of its Dutch subsidiarie�: HOLVRIEKA INTER
NATIONAL NV, Utrecht (formed in l 963 - capitJ:1,l Fl 1 million), NIROT A NV, Sneek (formed 
in 1961 - capital Fl 500,000), DRENTSE TANK & APPARATENFABRIEK DRENTA NV, Ernmen,, 
(previously FABRIEK VAN ZUIVELWERTUIGEN IJSSELMONDE NV, Brenkelep.-Nijrendore), 
TANKFABRIEK !DO NV, Emmen, NV DE POTTER, Hendrik Ido Ampact, a:n,d MOTRA NV, 
Kampen. 

Holvrieka and the Sneek group, WQUDSTRA have formed a 50-50 joint subsidiary 
WOUDSTRA-HOLVRIEKA NV, Sneek (capital Fl 500,000) fo repair and instal equipment for 
the chemical and textile industries. 
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** CREDIT COMMERCIAL DE FRANQE-CCF, Paris (see No 294) has fornu:d 

L 

STE TELECOMMUNICATIONS INTERNATIONALES EXCOFINA Sa;rl, Parts (capital Ff 1 
million), which is to be managed by M. J. de Roquefeuil, a member of CC F's central board, 
and M. P. Borgeaud, president of the Paris bank BORGEAUD & CIE (an 80% sub�idiary of 
CCF). The new company, which is to undertake all forms of international business c cncer
ning telecommunications and the chemical and engineering industries, is a 75% subsidiary 
of STE D'EXPANSION ECONOMIQUE & FINANCIERE-EXCOFJNA SA, Paris (capital Ff 
90�, 000), while the balance of the capital. is held 50-50 _by the two man.agers.

** The British engineering group, GUEST, KEEN & NETTLEFOLDS,Smethwick, 
Staffordshire (see No 316) has formed an Italian company for electric ar9-weldi:qg, LINCOLN 
ELECTRIC (ARCMAKER) SpA, S. Giuliano Milanesa.. The president of the new company is · 
al so chairman of LINCOLN ELECTRIC CO LTD, Welwyn Garden City; Mr H. F. Hodgsop.. 
This is a member of the British group through one of its holding companies, GKN ENGINE-. 
ERING EQUIP.tviENT LTD, Wolverhampton. The manager of the :j:talian coml)B.ny is Mr A.o,· :.. · 
March and its initial capital of Lire 1 million will be increased by stages to Lire 50 million: 
half of the .capital has been supplied by Sig. U. Atico and U. Scannfe;rle, both of Milart. 

Guest, Keen and Nettlefolds, a holding company heads a group containing nearly a 
hundred others with widely diversified interests, although based on or serving the steel an� 
engineering industries. The majority of GKN's overseas interests are in the Qommon.wealth, 
but nevertheless it has several important subsidiari�s and shareholdings in Europe: l) 
NETTLEFOLDS - HOLLAND NV, Diemen (ironmongery, screws and bolts); 2) AUG STEN··.· 
MAN A/B, Eskiltuna (86.1% interest)1 the Swedish group,which owns sev�ral concerns in · 
Sweden, Denmark and.the Netherlands -AUG. STENMAN HOLiANP NV, Veenendall - see . : ... . 
No 167); ·3) PETROCHEM OEFEN ANALGEN FUER ERDOEL & CHEMISCHE INDUSTRIEN · ... · .. · ·. 
GmbH, DUsseldorf, (furnaces for the chemical and oil industries) formed in 1957 and run by: 
Mr G .S. Furtado, Solihull, Warwickshire; 4) TAGA SA, Barcelona (crankshafts) in which 
MAVILOR SA, Lorette, Loire, also has a shareholding. 

** · DRESSER INDUSTRIES & CO, Pallas, T�as (see No 342) have �hosen 
. 

Brussels as the headquarters for their new Common Market engi:qE;!ering subsidiary, DRE$.,. 
SER EUROPE SA,. which, will design and supply equipment fqr the chemical, petrcx;:hemical, ... 
gas, transport'; water-purification, and electricity industries. With a capital of Bf 15 
million almost completely supplied by DRESSER DM SA, Vaduz, Liechtenstein, the new 
company will be managed by Mr T.L. Coleman. 

The American group recently signed an impo;rtant agreement with jts prinGipal 
French licensee, ETS DUJARDIN & CIE SA, (of the VALLOUREC group), which resulted 
in the formation of DRESSER DUJARDIN SA (capital Ff 34 million - see No 350). Dresser 
has numerous direct or indirect subsidiaries in Europe, and the most importfi.nt are tb,e 

· following: DRESSER FRANCE SA, Paris, DRESSER (GERMANY) OmbH at Celle (MAGCQBAR
. Division) and at Remscheid ("D.M." Division), PRESSER ITALY SpA, Milan, DRESSER
(r:,rEDERLANDS) NV, The Hague, DRESSER AG, Zuric.h and Zug, MANNING, MAXWELJ,.. �
MOORE AG, Zurich, DRESSER (GREAT BRITAIN) LTD, London and Manchester ("Security,.

Rock Bits" Division), FOYNES LTD, Dublin, MAGCOBAR (IRELANO) LTD, Dublin, DRES,..
SER-M.M.M. LTD, London and MYKOBAR MINING CO SA, Athens.
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** The German firm ATOMAC DIETER SCHMIDT KG, Aqaus, We$tphalia has 
backed the formation of a new Dutch firm tq import, assemble and ·produce machinery for 
making plastic packaging; ATOMAC-H.F. LOMMERSE NV, Hillegom (capital Fl 2SO, 000, 
80% subscribed by Herr D .H. Schmidt, OWJ,1er of the parent firm). 

In a similar way, the German firm formed a sales subsidiary in Milan in 1965; 
· ATOMAC SpA (capital Ljre l milUon:,. director Sig A. Moretti).

I FINANCE I 

** The Canadian finance company GRAMBECK HOLDINGS LTD, Toronto, has 
formed a Dutch investment subsidiary, CANITAL NV, Amsterdam, with an authorised capital 
of Fl 250,000, almost completely controlled by the parent company, of which 20% has SQ far 
been realised . 

** A project put forward a few months ago (see No 317) by ISTITUTO BANCARIO 
SAN PAOLO DI TORINO SpA (see No 331) has now resulted in the formation of a finance company 
in Turin to expand small and medium sized firms in the provinces of Pi�mont and Val d 'Aosta . 
The new business FINANZIARIA REGIONALE PIEMONTESE SpA (capital Lire 5,000 million) 
is 66% controlled by various state owned establishments and groups (there are two represen.,. 
tatives of the T1,1rin Council and two from the Province on the board) . Besides the Turin pank 
the founders include CASSA DI RIDPARMIO:DI TORINO, BANCA POPOLARE DI NOVARA SpA, . 
IMI-ISTITUTO MOBILIARE ITALIANO, PIEMONTE FINANZIARIO, FIAT SpA, IFI SpA, SAI 
SpA, etc. 

** BELGISCHE BANK NV, a banking firm, has been formed at St Truiden, Belgium, 
with M. J .J. Joris sen as its president. Its capital (Bf 2 million) has mostly been put up by 
Messrs C.A. Blan9hard, Geneva; P.U: Vanmarsenille, St. Truiden; R. Lippens, ·oostakk�r,· 
and A . F .. Keyers, Diepenbeek. The n� company has M. R. Brusten as its director, while 
MM R. Janssis and F. Festraets are agents with power of attorney: it already has a branch 
at Breda, Netherlands, which is directed l?y Messn:i H. de Beun and J. Verhagen. 

** LA FINANCIERE DE LONGUEVILLE SC, Longueville (rn.anager M. C .G. 
Fischer) has been formed in Belgium by three Moroccan companies, all of Tangiers, RECAF 
SA, USPEX SA and CORONET AGENCY SA, in association with "La Chambre de Commerce . 
Belgo-Luxembourgeoise-Intemationale" of Ixelles, Brussels (director M. P .G. va:1,1 der Essen) .. 
The new company has had no limit set to its funds, which amount initially to Bf 600,000 (one 
third of which is in Belgian hands). It is to undertake every sort of financial, real estate and 
leasing business, but will not back hire-purchase sales or bank loans . 

** CIE D'OUTREMER POUR L'INOUSTRIE & LA FINANCE SA, a holding company 
for the BANQUE LAMBERT group (see No 353) is soon to take over CIE BELGE POUR LES 
INDUSTRIES CHIMIQUES SA, Brussels and CIE AUXILIAIRE D 'ELECTRICITE SA, Brussels 
(see No 349) . 

This will increase Outremer's capital to Bf 2 .4 million, and it will become CIE 
LAMBERT POUR L 'INDUSTRIE & LA FINANCE SA. Cie Belge Pour Les Industries ChirnJques 
recently passed f:i;om the control.of the EMPAIN gro4p to the BANQUE LAMBERT group. 
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** 
. BANQUE LAMBERT Scs, Brussels (see No 353) has, taken a large sh�reholding 

in BANQUE INDUSTRIELLE & CbMMERCIALE DE CHARLEROI SA, Charleroi .(president M, : 
P. Colson). The latter is linked with STE FINANCIERE IND'(JSTRIELLE � COLON/ALE SA,
Charleroi and has a capital of Bf 20 million; it has agencies and of{ices in Brussels, Gilly,
Chatelet, Jumet, etc.

** Herr Rudolf August Oetker, head of the OETKER group of Bielefeld '(see No 
354) which is concerned with banking, insurance,· shipping supplies and food (mainly })�wing)
has taken a 1.6% share in the Toronto finance company THE METROPOLITAN TRUST CO L m.

This company specializes in financial transactions between Canada and Europe (especially
Germany) and has an agency in Dilsseldorf with BANKHAUS FRIEDRICH SIMON KGaA (see
No 293) which is owned 26% and 10% respectively by BAYERISCHE VEREINSBAN;K, Munich .. 
and BERLINER BANK AG, Berlin and is the Canadian comp�y's principal foreign snareholder ,· 

J* The investment company DE DIETRICH & CIE SA, Niederbronn-les-Bains, 
Bas-Rhin (capital Ff 16 .4 mUlion) is about to tak;e over its subsidiary CAGEP-CIE ALSACl
ENNE DE GESTION & DE PARTICIPATION SA, Paris (capital Ff 10 .4 million). CAGEP was 
formed in January 19163 after the split-up of STE NORD AFRICAINE DE CONSTRUCTIONS 
MECANIQUES & FERROVIAIRES SA, formed by the group in 1.93�. 

De Dietrich became an investment company ·in 1965 after transferring it� industrial 
assets (heavy engineering, waggon construction) to DE DIETRICH-MECANIQUE SA (capitf.ll 

. . 
Ff 8 .21 million), DE DIETRICH-CHAUFFAGE SA (capital Ff 8 .21 million) and DE DlETRICH .. 
CHIMIE SA (capital Ff 4 .11 million), ail at Niederbronn . 

I FOOD & DRINK I 
** TATE & LYLE LTD, London, one of Europe's largest sugar groups, is to 
look into the possibilities of selling pirect on the Contip.ental market sugar refined in Britain 
or the Common Market countries. The group has, for forty years, had �lose ties (e�peci,. 
ally at the. technical level) with the Brussels firm RAFFINERIE TIRLEMONTOISE SA (see 
No 354). These will be increased when the two jointly form an administrative company in 
Brussels called EUROPEAN SUG.I\RS' SA. The capital of the new firm (Bf 150, 000) will be 
two-thirds controlled by the British group, and it will have as president and director Messrs 
J. Lyle and J. Wittouck respectively.

Tate & Lyle exports some 400,000 tons of sugar a year, mostly to the Middle East, 
Western Germany and Norway, and it has several direct and indirect overseas interests 
(main�y through UNITED MOLASSES LTD - see No 1%), the most important of which are in 
Canada, the USA, the Caribbean, Australia and Africa. In Europe it holdEfshares in TATE 
& LYLE (NORWAY) A/S, TANKINSTALLATIO�DE MELASSE CONTINENTALE-TAMECO 
SA, Brussels CIE DES MELASSES SA, Geneva, and NED MELASSE HANDEL MIJ NV, Amster
d;m. In Britain the group is linked with the Rotterdam firm PARKHUISMEr-:STEREN NV in 
PAKTAN STORAGE CO LTD, London'. 
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** , . . MOLKER.EI. ZEN'.fRA,LE BAYERN GmbH, Nur�mbutg, which is West Germany,'s 
largest milk cooperative, has bought shares in another German dairy ;firm, J.M. SCHNETZER 
KG, Kempten, (chees¢) which processes some 50,000 litres of milk a day, and has an annual 
turµover of about .DM 8 million, In rovember 1964, the Nuremburg company put up 3l% of 
the(initial capita(for the new Paris firm INTERLACTA SA, which subsequently became 
LACTALUX Sarl (see No 345). 

1 

** 1 Shortly after forming two 50% subsidiaries in MUan - GOLDSCHMIDT ITAL-
JANA SpA (capital Lire 10 million - see· No 346) and GOLDSCHMlDT SpA (capital Lire 20 
million - see No 348) - the Paris-seed and food-stuffs import-export group J.4. GOLDSCHMIDT. 
SA has formed 1 J .A. GOLDSCHMIDT ESJ;>ANOLA SA. The new firm has a capital of Pts 2 .5 
million and president M. Michel Laurent Goldschmidt. The group also has subsidiaries in 
London: J.A. GOLDSCHMIDT LTD, and Rotterdam: J.A. GOLDSCHMIDT NEDERLAND NV 
which is 60% owned by the L6ndon firµi (see No 277). 

I 

** PRICE FORBES (HOLDINGS) LTD, London (insurance brokers) has formed 
PRICE FORBES & CO <fJERMANY) GmbH, Bremen (capital DM 100,000; manager Herr I< ,ff. 
Miiller, Bremen) . Even though Price Forbes also has subsidiaries in Paris, Miland. and 
Geneva - PRICE FORBES NEAVE & CO (FRANCE) SA, PRICE FORBES NE¥\VE &t CO (ITALY) 
_SpA and PRICE FORBES (CONTINENTAL) LTD, Geneva (capital raised recently from Sf 
150,000 to Sf 230,000) - it nevertheless realises about a third of its �ual turnover in ijritain� 
while most of the :balance is achieved by its Commonwealth network . This i�: ro.ainly coll·�eq,. . 
trated in Canada, Central 'and Southern Africa, Australia a1,1d New ZeaJand . 

. I 

** The Amsterdam insurance group NV VERZEKERING MIJ VZVK (�ee No isa) 
is to become the Netherlands representative for the Paris insurance c;:ompany LA ClTE VI� 
SA, which was formed in Strasbourg in 1820. This agreement promises considerable in
creases for the Dutch company's:'financial assets, and also brings to both firms the advanta�es 
of a large international network of representatives, comprising nine �surance companies, 
one in Belgium; three in France and Switzerland, and two in the USA. 

** STENHOUSE HOLDlNG LTD, London (insurance brokers .. see No 345) is 
expanding in France: its subsidiary GROUPE BACH & WELMAN ALLARD ABESCHEREI,,LE 
SA, Paris (capltal Ff 230, 000) is to take over its affiliated company OFFICE D 'ASSURANCE� 
INTERNATIONALES SA, Paris (insurance consultants - capital Ff 160,000); 
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I PAPER & p ACKAGING I 

** STE D'ETUDES CHIMIQUES & D'EXPLOITATIONS IN0U$TRlELLES - CHIM
EXPLO SA, Brussels (see No 338) has formed UCOMEX-UNION COMMERCIALE.POUR L'EX
PORTATION & L'IMPORTATION DE PAJ'IERS & CARTONS SA., $t-Josse-ten-Noode, Brussels . 
(capital Bf 500,000) which will deal in paper· products for the packaging industry. The pre�
ident of the new company is M.M. Paris, Jadot, Congo, and the managing director is M.J, 
Van Beveren, Ixelles. 

Chimexplo is a minority shareholding o� OLIN MATHIESON CHEMICAL CORP, East 
Alton, Illinois, USA, and other·shareholders include POUDERIES REUNIES DE BE;LGIQUE SA 
(in which the American group also has a minority shareholding), CCCJ-ClE DU CONGO POUR 
LE COMMERCE & L 'INDUSTRIE SA, GEOMINES SA, UNION MINIERE SA. 

** EUROPEAN PAPER GROUP Sarl has been formed i:Q. Luxembourg by four prin-
ting and writing paper distribution firms, who have decided to pool their Common Ma:rket 
business. · The four, who have contributed 25% of the capital each, �rl;l SALMON & CIE Scs, · . ·
Paris (which acts under the title PAPETERIE MAUNOURY - See No 351); P,APETERIES SCAL� · . 
DIA SA, Borgerhout, Antwerp (a member of the Brussels INTERMII,,LS SA group - see No 345); . 
UBBENS PAPIER GROOTHANDEL & ENVELOPPENFABRIEK NV, Zutphen, and INTERES$ENG: .. 
EMEINSCHAFT VON P APIERGROSSHAENDLERN GmbH. The last of �ese is �tself a gr0'1P, . 
consisting of five marketing companies: E, MICHAELIS & CO, Reinbek bei Ha�urg; VE� 
PAPIER GROSSHANDLUNGEN GmbH & CO KG, Hemmingen, Westerweld, FREYTAG & PETER-.' 
SEN, Kohlehrenfeld; DRISSLER & CO, Frankfurt, and OTTO HECK; MUnchen Freimann. 

** CROWN CORK� SEAL CO INC, Philadephia, throl.lgh its new subsidiary CROWN 
CORK & SEAL CO GmbH, Frankfurt (whose capital has been increased to D·m 18, 5 mUH<>Ji 
- see No 354) has taken a 50% interest in the capsule manufact'1rer BENDER WERKE Gmbl-1,
Frankenthal, Pfalz, whose capital will_· be double

. 
d to Dm 12 million . U��il now Bender: w�s 

0

: 

the wholly-owned subsidiary of VER KORK INDUSTRIE AG, Mannheim (manufacture and sale 
of bottle· sealing equipment) . 

Bender has several other subsidiaries, BENDER SOHNE GmbH Man$im (100% in"' 
terest), C.&E. MAHLA GmbH, Muni�h {100% interest), THEINHOLD & MAHLA GmbH, fylan
nheim, SUBERIT FABRIK AG, Mannheim-Rheinau (98% interest) anq VER. ;KRONENKORK-

' WERKE GmbH Hamburg (50% interest), and is itself a 90% subsidiary of the Lux�mbourg 
holding company ARGOS TRADING CO SA. This,with its sister companies CECA CO INC SA 
and MARELAPI SA, Luxembourg, heads a number of Spanish interests mainly held by Ss� F. 
Estaun, J ,J, Gari, F .-Jglesia and M .G. de Arana (managing director of BANCO CENTRAL SA,· 
Madrid (see No 339). · 

Apart from these, the Luxembourg group also has interest ;in LA QUERCJNE-STE 
GENERALE POUR LA FABRICATION DES AGGLOMERES SA at Braine - L'Alleuq, Belgium 
which is affiliated to CIA GENERAL DEL CORCiiO SA, Barcelona, as well as intere:sts 'in: 
SOFRALI - STE FRANCAISE DU LIEGE SA, Paris (capital Ft 2. 775 million), The latter, 
in April 1961, became a 20% found�r-shareholder· in STE RHEINHOLD.-MAHLA-SOFRA4I 
Sarl, Strasbourg, (capital Ff 20,000), the rest of whose capital is held by RHEINHOLD & . 
MAHLA, which in its turn has a direct interest in Madrid - a speciali�d subsidiary it foriµed 
in April 1965 to make thermal and acoustic isolators, AISLAMIENTOS RHEINl-lO�D & MAHLA 
SA. 
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** The American . paper group BROWN CO, Berlin, New Hampshire·{s�e No 302) 
in which the Italian group run by M . M . Sindona (through F ASCO AG, Vaduz ".' see No 344) 
has a large interest, has formed a marketing company,BROWN INTERNATIONAL PAPER & 
PULP SA, Brussels (capital Bf 200,000). , M. l'. Bockli, Paris is the founder ancl the directqrs ·· 
are Messrs L .E. Hickey, New York, and E .J. Reichert (financial director of the Ame;ricaIJ.
group) G. Quilici and J. Rosek, all of Berlin, New Hampshire. 

· 
, . 

The American group is represented in Britain by FRANK CROSSLEY & SON LID·, 
Lon�on, run by Mr C·.A. Wright. The America;n group just ov�r a year ago became a 22% 
,affiliate of the Italian group, wher:e it is represented on the board by Sig. D ,A. Porco (see 
No 292), and which has a further option on the l2% shareholding belonging to GENERAL IN,. 
DUSTR�L ENTERPRISES, New York, a member of the BALDWIN SECURrrIES gro�p-(s�e 
No 254). 

I PHARMACEUT�CA LS I 
. . 

** LABORATOIRE L. LAFON SA, Maisons Alfort and Paris (president M�e A. 
Paris-Hamelin) has formed a Belgian subsiary, STE LAFON SA, Etterbeelc-Brussels, (cap�tal 
Bf 500,000 - president M: J.P. Peyre, Paris). The new company, manager M ::.E. Burniat, :: 
pharmaceutist at St Josse -ten -Nood.e), will be mainly concerned with mark�t4tg_; but will be, 
able to make all such financial or manufacturing arrangements as ar� necessary for succes .;.:
ful sales of pharmaceutical products . .. · 

. . 
The French firm makes a wide :range of products (anti ,.allergies, · anti.-co�vulslv��, · , '· 

indigestion tablets, anti -neuralgics, tonics,: ;'Derfon" for slimn;iing, oral antiseptics etc ; ) 

. . 
** The Aust:r;ian group OSTERREICHISCHE STICKSTOFFWE��E AG, Linz, 
Donau - (fertilizers, pestocides and glues - see No 310) and the West Ge:i;-m,an company 
BYK-GULDEN LOMBERD CHEMISCH FABRIK GmbH, Constance (see NQ 266)°have signed a 
research and international marketing agreement for pharmaceutiqi.ls .· 

Byk-gulden is a member of the QUANDT group through, VARTA AG, Jiagen, Westphalia 
(see No 335). The latter is linked with the American chemical and pharmaceutical gro�p 
SCHERING CORP, Bloomfield, New Jersey,· through a common subsicUary. BIK-ESSEX PHAR- . . 
MAZEUTISCHE GmbH, Munich (capital DM 3 million - see No 296). Varta has interests in · · · 
several foreign firms; BYK BELGA SA, Schaerbeek-Brussels, CONSTANCIA Sari, Levallois .:.

Perret, Hauts-de-Seine, COSMOPHARMA MIJ VOOR DJEMISCHPHARMAZUTISCHE INDUSTR.IE.
NV, Amsterdam, etc. 

** ·' . The Dutch producer of pharmaceutical raw materials a.IOCHEMISCH PHAR-
'MACEUTISCH LABORA TORIUM ENZYPHARM NV, Soestdijk has form�d-a Zurich sales .
s�b-�idiary ENZYPHARM AG (capital Sf 50,000, pr:esident Mr Cornelius van Geelkerlcen,· Ede) .
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IPLASTICS I 
** RHONE POULENC SA, Paris, PHILLIPS PETROLEUM CO, Bartlesville� 

R 

Oklahoma and PETROFINA SA, Brussels are associated with, respectively, 50%, 25% and 25% in STE DE DEVELOPPEMENT DES POL YOLEFINES SA, Paris (see No 345). The new .company will sell the artificial and synthetic resins produced by MANOLENE-MANUFAC-1URE NORMANDE DE POLYETHYLENES SA, Paris, a 60-40 subsidiary of Rhone foulencand Phillips Petroleum. It has a capital of Ff 1 million. The president is M. Jacques Broduge (director�general for sales at STE DES USINES CHIMIQUES RHONE-POULENC) and managing director Mr. R. Smalley (previously director-gener�l of A.A. CHEMICA,L CO, Tokyo, a subsidiary of the American group). The three parent companies are already linked 40-40-20 in POLYOLEFINES SA, St-Gilles, Brussels (see No 352) which is going to put up a factory making 30,000 tons of low density polyethylene in the <;lock ar.ea of Antwerp.
** PLATE & VOERSTER, Voerster, Westfalen, W. Germany, (household plastics, kitchen utensils, domestic sundries, building materials etc) is to b�ild a factory in Spain. In preparation for this, it has set up a subsidiary t:p.ere under the name of FERRO- · · 
PLAST SA, which is to build workshops in the ·f ree zone of the port of Vigo�· 
�RINTING & PUBLISHING I 
** WYT & ZONEN. NV, Rotterdam (directors MM. P. de Jong, W. Otto andA. Lans) has made an agreement with TASEC-TECHNICAL ADVERTISING & SALES ENGINEERING CORP LTD, Nassau, Bahamas (see No 258) a.nd its Dutch subsidiary, HIBEJl,. ..GIDS VOOR HANDEL INDUSTRIE & BEROEPEN NV. As a result HANDEL$TELEFOONGIDSEN MIJ NV, Amsterdam (capital Fl 100, 000) has been formed 50-50 to publish tele-phone directories. 
** Three Dutch printing and publishing- firms have decided to strengthen theil,'competitive position at home and abroad by forming a joint holding company : these ;:i.re "]AN DE LANGE NV, Deventer, H. TIJLP NV, Zwelle and L. YAN LEER & CO NV, Axnste:i;dam.The new company called L. T.L. DRUKKERIJEN NV will combine their.manufacturing and sales business, including the British subsidiary of the Amsterdam printers: L. VAN LEER & CO LTD, Isleworth, Middlesex • 
. I TEXTILES I 
** COLORAMA 1UFTING-TEPPICHFABRIK GmbH, recently formed at Heidenheim (capital DM 100,000, directors Herr H. Reichel and Herr H. Jockisch) will sellthe carpets manufactured by its three founders in the Common Market. The founders are: IGLU AG, Basle (capital recently raised from Sf 300,000 to Sf 400,000) which has a factory at Wels, Oberosterreich; MECH BAUMWOLL-SPINNEREI & WEBEREI BAYREUTH AG, Bayreuth (capital DM 5.25 million) - one of whose directors Herr Karl Weinmu'ller, recently formed the Swiss firm WEINMULLER TEXTIL UNTERNEHMUNGSBERA1UNG AG, Raperswil(see No 337) - and WURTTEMBERGISCHE CAT1UNMANUFAC1UR AG, Heidenheim (capital DM 7. 65 million) a 75 .5"% subsidiary of the former. 
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** The two German textile companies GIRMES WERKE AG, Oedt, Krefeld (see 
No 232) and VER SEIDENWEBERE:(N AG, Krefeld (see No 70) have agreed to form a joint sub-. 
sidiary KEMPEN TEXTILWERK, Kempen, Niederrhein (capital DM l million) to carry ot.it 

· re�e�rch and development in new textiles .
The former ( capital DM 21 million) directly employs more tban 3,000 work;ers a;nd 

in Germany controls ten firms in the sector (including JOHS GIRMES & CO AO SAM� ,. & 
· PLUESCHFABRIKEN, Oedt which has 1,200 wo�kers of its own). It has several wholly,.own�

foreign subsidiaries: GIRMES-HOLLAND-PLUCHE NV, Rotterdam, J.L. PE
1
BALL SA, Zt,1rich,.

J .L. DE BALL OF CANADA LTD� Montreal, GIRMES OF AUSTRALIA PTY LTD, Melbourne
and FRANKENTHALER RIBBONS INC, J .L. DE BALL OF AMERICA LTD and PIVAR.,CONLEY
CORP, all in New York, etc. The other German firm is family-.owned (Gapital DM 24 million)
employs about 5, 000 workers and has a yearly turnover of about PM 175 r.nillion.

** SIR-STA ITALIANA RESINE SpA, Milan (see No 350) has bought from the group. 
headed by 1Sig F. Rtva its controlling interest in STABILMENTO DI PONTE LAMBRO SpA, MU� · _
(see No 256), and installed Sig N. Rovelli as president. This fir:µi has factories at Ponte 41,Illb:ro�
Como, Stezzano and Erba: these are cotton mills, making-up factories and workshops using · · 

synthetic ,fabrics such as Pegamoid and plastics. Ponte Lambro hofd shares in various comp.; 
anies in the Riva group, in particular 30% in CASA SUZA HOME SpA, Milan (formed in Dec"' 

. · ember 1963), and 20% in GIFACIS SpA, Milan (formed in April 1964). The "Riva" textile
·group (its head, Sig Riva, is also president of Milan's footb�ll club) consists of the investment·.
company FINANZIARI A SUZA SpA, Milan (formerly at T1,1rin; see No 191) and.·a number of ·· •
holding companies: in Italy, FINANZIARIA FGR & CO, Turin, and in Switzerland and Liech
tenstein - FEGIR AG, Coire,FINSUZA ANSTALT, Vaduz, etc. In the last two years, the
economic setbacks experienced by the Italian textile industry have affect�d the main manu,fac -
turing concerns in the group: COTONIFICIO VALLE DI SUZA SpA, Sant Antonio, Milan (see
No 351); COTONIFICid F .UI DELL'ACQUA SpA, Lugnano; UNIONE MANIFATTURE SpA,
Nerviano, and LANIFICIO & COTONIFICIO FURTER SpA, Mila3i1. It was the state.of the in
dustry in fact, which led the second of these £bur companies to amalgamate with the first,
which went bankrupt at the end of 1965 and was t'aken over by ETI-ESERTICI TESSII,.,I ITALIAN!.·
SpA, Milan, which was formed last November by SNIA VISCOSA SpA (20%), MONTECATINI
EDISON SpA (40%; 20% through CHATILLON SpA), MEDIOBANCA SpA (20%), and PIRELLI
SpA and FIAT SpA (both with 10%) .

The main textile firm in the group is GIIRD-GRANDI IMl'RESE INTERNAZIONALI
RIUNITE PER LA DISTRIBUZIONE ABBIGLIAMENTO & ARREDAMENTOS SpA, Turin (capital
doubled at the end of 1964 to Lire 1, 000 million), which holds shares in a number of manufac -
turing compfinies such as. SANT -ANDREWS SpA, FAR WEST SpA, CASE SUZA HOME SpA,
BIANCASE BIANCHERIA SpA, GIFACIS SA etc., as well as having interests in sales firms
like GRAN MAGA-GRANDI MAGAZZINI ABBIGLIAMENTO GENER! VAR� ARREDAMEN'l{O SpA,
Milan (whose main interests are in LUI, LEI, LORO SpA, and MAGA-MAGAZZIN� ABBIGLIA-.
MENTI GENER! AF FINI SpA, formed in January 1964), SINTECO SpA, Milan; NU OVA CON- '. .
VERTEX SpA, Milan; LANESUSA SpA (see No 158); ITALFILO SpA (see No 162), and so qn.
The group also has a number of interests in other types of firm, such as the household µtensils

I 

makers SMALTERIA ROMAGNOLA SpA and NUOVA BECCHI SpA, Fo;rli (see No 191) etc.
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** ·BLUE BELL SA, Genk (see No 156), a Belgian subslpiary of the .America,;n 

T 

work-clothes firm BLUE BELL INC, Greensboro, North Carolina, ha� opene4 a Paris l:>ran�h,to manage its-French sales, under the directorship of Mr P ,i, ,J. Van,Gorps. .. 
The American company, in 1961, bought a 50% shareholding'in the Antwerp firm BLUE BELL SA (until then called THE AMIRAL CO Pvba), and later. took it over completely, · when it built its first factory outside the USA at Genk. . This covers 6, 500 square metres, and is large enough to supply the whole of the Common Market. At the Beginnmg of 1964, · lt.opened a sales branch in London, which is run by Mr J. Hill. 

** SPERRY & HUTCHINSON CO, New York, which deal� iIJ. trading stamps for ..retail stores, has gained control of a similar fi:r1;n in Frankfurt MANSMANN, BAUER & CO GmbH which in 1965 had a turnover of DM 36 million. The American company whjch haf! a chain of more than 750 stores (''S .& H. Green Stamps" trademark) has a turnover of more than$ 20 millio;n. 
l:.AfUOUS I
** OBERPLAC SA, Anderlecht, Brussels, which is a subsidiary of the Fren�h company STE DES BOIS DE LA MEUSE SA, Longeville en Bar;rois, ts winding up its own sub.,. sidiary SIPLACE-STE D'Uv1PORTATION-EXPORTATIQN DE PLACAGES SA, Anderlecht (cap-,· 'ital Bf 1 million), now that it has gained outright control of it. 

· 
.· Oberplac (formerly PLACAGES OBER-LAENEN SA, which took'Ove:._- the business. of MALA Sprl, formed in 1950), shares with its parent company the control-of OBER SA,. Oevel, Antwerp. The French firm itself is headed by MM M. and R. Ober; and control!:!·the French sawmills, ETS PAUL OBEL Sarl, Longeville, Meuse. 

** HESMAT iG, Chur, Graubun.den, Switzerland (mattresses and bedding equip.,.ment), run by M .D .Biaggini, has opened a new Italian sales branch at Ba:i;anzate, Milan. Until now its Italian sales had been run by its Florentine branch under Sig V. Cecchetani.
** 

, SCHWAYDER BROS INC, Denver, Colorado (see No 246) which manufact�resluggage articles, has formed a B�lgian sales company SAMSONITE NV, Oµdenaarde. (capital Bf 500,000) The president of the new company is Mr K .D. Schwayder, with Mr J .c.1·s�hurrian · as inari�ger (London sales manager of the branch formed in May 1964 by SAMSONITE SA, Zug,Switzerland), and it is controlled by SAMSONITE C_QRP, Denver. Schwayder has a large European network including SAMSONJTE Sarl, formed at thebeginning of 1965 in Paris; MORITZ MAEDLER, Offenbach, Main, represented in fariE! by MADLER Sarl (see No 241) and in Switzerland by MADLER AG, Zurich and A. fy1ADLER HOLDING AG, Zug; SCHIEDAMSCHE LEDERWARENFABRIEK NV, Tilbu;rg. Sales coor .. dination, is arranged by SAMSONITE SA,. Zug, and for Switzerland by SAMSONITE SALijS SA, Zurich, formed in July 1965 (capital Sf 100,000).
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** An important merger has tak�n place in the Belgian timber industry, after 
J��ing d�ided upon a few months ago by CCCI-CIE DU CONGO POUR LE COMMERCE ET 

ii 

L 'INDUSTRIE SA (see No 340) and INTERFOR-STE INTERNATIONALE COMMERCIALE ET 
FINANCIERE DE LA FORMINIERE SA (part of the STE GENERALE DE BELGIQl!E SA group 
.- see No 318). The pivot of the move has been the Belgian, and French concern, SA ATELIEJ,lS 
D'ART DE COURTRAI DE COENE FRERES, Courtrai, which will run an integrated system. , 
comprising its two main factories at Courtrai and Heinsh·, Arlen, employing nearly 20Q0 
staff. These will manufacture plywood, chipboard, frames and prefabricated furniture. 

The merger has been carried out in the following manner; first of all De Coene 
Freres absorbed one or Interfor's subsidiaries,. STE DE TRANJHAGE DE LA GALJME SA 
at Heisch and Recy, which was wound up in March 1966 (Interfor has interests in various 
African timber companies; STE FORESTIERE ET COMMERCIALE DU CONGO, Nicki, 
CIE FORESTIERE CONGOLAISE, Pointe Noire and CIE FORESTIERE DU GOLPE DE 
GUINEE, Douala. De Coene Freres was t hen changec;l to SA DES INDUSTRIES OU BOIS DE 
COENE ET CIE (president M.P. Provost), and it passed under the control of CCCI and severil 
other companies belonging to the same group when its capital was increased to Bf 275 J;IJ.illion,� 
CIE FINANCIERE DU KA TANGA, CIE COTONNIERE CONGOLAISE COTONCO SA, Brussels 
and INTERTROPICAL COMFINA SA, Ixelles. There will now be two main developments: 
1) Reorganisation of its subsidiaries, especially STE D'EXPLOITATION DES ATELIERS
STEPHANE JASINSKY SA, Etterbeek (see No 145); 2) �pansion of its Common Market sales
network, so that it can deal with a.ll of its products.

· ** BASF-BADISCHE ANILIN & SODA FABRIK AG, Ludwigshafen (see No 349), 
is negotiating the sale of a 50% shareholding in COMPUTRON INC,· Waltham, Massachusetts, 
to the Chemical aiid Electrical Division at Bridgeport, Connecticut, of the GENERAL· 
ELECTRIC CO, New York. Computron, which makes magnetic ta� for EDP equipment, is 
about to double its capital: the German group gained outright control of it in 1964, 

BASF's other interests in the USA, all 0f which are held through aASF OVERZEE 
NV, Curacao (see No 234), are 100% in the expanded polystyrene firm UNITED CORK CO� 
Kearny, New York (trademark "Styropor"), and 50% in a firm malting base products fot

synthetic fibres, DOWBADISCHE CHEMICAL CO, Freeport, Texas, the rest of whose 
capital.is held by DOW CHEMICAL CO, Midland, Michigan (see No 354)_. 
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A.B.G. 
Acieries & Minierie� de �a Sambre 
AEG 
Arbed 
Ateliers D 'Art de Courtrai 
Ateliers de Construction Mec�n�ques 

de Vevey S;A 
Atomac Dieter Schmidt 
Auxiliaire D 'Electricite (Cie) 

Badische Anilin & Soda 
Bancario San Paolo di Tori,no. 

' Banque Industrielle & Commerciale de
Charleroi 

Banque Lambert 
Belge Pour !es Industries ChirJdque 

(Cie) 
Belgische Bank 
Bender Werke 
Benton & Bowles 
Blue Bell 
Bois de la Meuse 

. 

. 
. 

Borgeaud & Cie 
British Thermostat Co Ltd 
Brown Co 
Brufina 
Byk-Gulden Loberd Chemi�ch 

CAFL 
Cagep 

c Canital 
CCCI 
Cemat 
Chimexplo 
Ciments Luxembourgeois 
Ciments Portland 
Cockerill-Ougree 
Cofinindus 
Colorama Tufting 
Computron 
C.O.N.E.
Coronet Agency
Credit Commercial d€! France
Crown Cork & Seal Co

D 'Arey Advertising 
De Dietrich & Cie 
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Demag 
Diffusion des Produits Synthetiques 
Dresser Industries 

E;ricsson 
European Paper Group 
Excofina 

Faienceries Tunisiennes SA 
Financiere de Longueville 
Flugtechnische Werke 
Focke-Wulfe 
Fokker 

. Forges de Thy-Ma:J;"cinelle 
Frank Crossley & Son Ltd 

Generale di Elettricita• SpA 
General Electric Co 

· · Girmes Werke
Golden Ltd
Goldschmidt
Grambeck Holdings Ltd

.· Groupe Bac)l � Welman Allard Abe 
Scherelle 

Grundig. 
·· Guest, Kee11 & Nettlefolds Ltd

Hawker Siddeley
Henkel & Cie
Hesmat
Hispano -Alsacien,ne·
Hispano -Suiza
Holvrieka
Howell Penncraft

Iglu
· Indoheem

Industrial Development Corp of
South Africa 

Interfor 
Intermills SA 
Interessengemeinschaft Von 

Papiergrosshaendlern 
Italiana Resine 

Jan de Lange· 
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Kabelwerke Rheydt p.H Quandt �·9 
Koehring· J . 

Kon Maastrichtsche Zinkwit .. F. Raffinerie Tiremontoise : ·,N
Koolborstel Fabriek F Recaf · M .

Rhone Poulenc R
Laboratorium Enzypharm Q R.ingsdorf Werke .. 

F
Laboratoire L. Lafon 0 Riva C' .,
La Cite Vie o· Rodange K
Launoit K 

Lincoln Electric L · Salmon & Cie ·p

L'Oreal ·o . Samsonite T
Lurgi K Schnetzer KG 0

Schwayder Bro� Inc T

Manolene R Scotti Brioschi I
Mansmann, Baver & Co· T . Sidolwerke Siegel ·��,, 
Mech Baumworth-Spinnerei & Weberei Siegel Werke p'.

Bayreuth R Siemens South Africa (Pty) Ltd I
Menck & Hambrock 1· Siplac ·.'T·, .·· 

Metallgesellschaft K S.I.R.E. . ·. I ·.:. _.
Metropolitan Trust Co Ltd (The) N Sperry & Hutchinson . . 'f.·.' '·' 

Molkerei Zentrale BayePI 0 St:enhouse Holding ;,. ·o·.

Multi National Partners Internationid ·n Stockvis & Zonen NV H 

Synergie Publicite D 

Ned Kleurstoff Industrie F 
Norman Wade E Tasec · R

· Tate & Lyle Ltd N

OberI1lac .T. Tecnoceram
··c .. 
. . ·�.

Oetker ·N Teddington Aircraft Controls H· 
Office D 'Assurances Internationales 0 · Teddington Bellows H 
Officine CalaI?rese SpA J The Mennen Co G 

Officine Veberti SpA J Thomson Werke ":� 

.!,.� ... 
Olin Mathieson Chemical Corp p Tradex International E 
Osterreichische Stickstoffwerke Q Trane Co J 
Outremer ·.M Tulp NV

Tuninoise Industrielle G 

Papeterie Maunoury p
Papeteries Scaldia P. Ubbens Papier Groothandel &
Persil F: Enveloppenfabriek p 
Petrofina R Undaradio .· :\·: 

Philips Gloeilampenfabrieken J-1 Union Carbide Corp F. 

Phillips Petroleum R . Uspex 1\-1
'

Plate & Voerster -R

Ponte Lambro ·S Van de Waarden & Co G 

Price Forbes (Holdings) Ltd o · Van Leer & Co R 

Produits D 'Accueil Charles G:i;ivet .. Vaucanson 0 
France D Vernon & Sons Ltd . ]) 

Publicontrol SA ·D Ver Seidenweberein ,� 
,, 
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. Verzekering Mij Vzvk p.O

W er Beagentur Dr . Hagemann D
Williams (Hounslow) Ltd . F
Wurttembergische Cattunmanufactur R 
Wyt & Zonen · R

Zeepfabriek Hustinx NV .F
Zwanenberg-Organon NV F
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